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Foundation blocks and strips

Foundation block
The user can choose from two variantsof foundation block.

The parametersare:

Name The name is used for the identification of the foundation block.

Type Specifies the shape of the foundation block.

Dimensions
The input of dimensions can be performed in a dialogue with self-explanatory interactive drawing of the
block. Thatmeans that the user may click on a dimension line in the drawing and the corresponding item of
the dialogue gets the focus. Therefore, it’s very simple to specify the dimensions of the foundation block.

Eccentricity
The foundation bock may be either symmetrical or some eccentricity in one or both plan directions may be
specified.

Cast con-
ditions

Specifies the production of the foundation block.

Material This item defines the material of the foundation block.

The foundation blockediting dialoguemakes it possible to display the foundation block in 2D or 3Dmode.

l The 2Dmode showsside view, plan view and dimension lines for all input values.

l The 3Dmode enables the user tomake a good visualisation of the defined foundation block

The above-mentioned properties are defined in the editing dialogue for the foundation block. The editing dialogue can be
opened from the Foundation blockmanager.

In addition, another important parameter of the foundation block support must be defined. It is the soil that is below the foot-
ing surface. This last parameter is defined in the property dialogue of support, i.e. it is defined at the moment the support is
being inserted into themodel.
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Foundation Blocks
Requirements
In order to be able to design the pad foundation, it is necessary to switch on the following functionality in the Project data dia-
logue:

l Subsoil,
l Subsoil >Pad foundation.

Partial safety factors
The partial safety factors for the combination are defined in the Manager for National annexes. It can be opened from the
Basicproject data dialogue.

Available are factors for Set B of the EN-ULS (STR/GEO) combination defined in EN 1990 [Ref.4]. In addition, for Geo-
technical analysis, alsoSet C needs to be supported. Therefore theCombination Setup isexpanded as follows:

The set C uses the following defaults:

Safety Factor Default (Set C)

Partial factor permanent action - unfavourable 1,00

Partial factor permanent action - favourable 1,00

Partial factor for prestress action - favourable 1,00

Partial factor for prestress action - unfavourable 1,20

Partial factor leading variable action 1,30

Partial factor accompanying variable action 1,30

Partial factor for shrinkage action 1,00

Note that theReduction factor input field isNOT available for thisSet C.
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New ULS Combination
Anew combination isadded: EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set C

Thiscombination followsexactly the same rulesas theEN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set Bexcept for the following differences:

The Combination Setup for ‘6.10’ or ‘6.10a & 6.10b’ is not used for this combination. For this combination always ‘6.10’ is
used.

The safety factorsare taken from the columnSet C of theCombination Setup.

Automatic Classes
Bydefault SCIAEngineer creates the following automatic classes:

l AllULS
l AllSLS
l AllULS&SLS

Anew class isgenerated automatically:GEO.Thisclasscontainsall combinationsof the following types:

EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set B

EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set C

The class isonlygenerated in case the functionality ‘Subsoil’ is activated in theProject Data.

In case none of these combination typesare available, the class isnot generated.

In case onlyone of these combination types isavailable, the class isgeneratedwith only those combinations.

The Set C combination is specifically used for Geotechnical Design according toDesign Approach 1. Therefore, it should
not be added to the default classes for ULScombinationsbut only to theSoil class.
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Pad Foundation Input

Water table
The groupWater table contains thewater Level:

l no influence,
l at foundation base,
l at ground level.

Bydefault the level is set toNo influence.

Backfill material
Backfill material contains the following items:

density=Specifies the densityof the soil above the foundation blockor strip.

height = It defines the height of the upper soil layer. The height ismeasured from the top-surface of the foundation block.

The Height [m] input field in the Backfill material group allows for the input of both positive AND negative values. Neg-
ative valuesare required to indicate that the soil is lower than the top of the foundation block.

Stiffnesses
Stiffnesses are calculated by the program. The formulas applied can be seen in the Theoretical background: page 16 -
Annex: Pad Foundation Stiffness
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Subsoil parameters

In comparison with previous versions of the program, some Subsoil parameters has been renamed in order to complywith
theEN convention:

Old text New text

Fic [deg] Fi’ [deg]

Cc[MPa] c’[MPa]

Ccu [Mpa] cu [Mpa]

In addition, a new checkboxWater/air in clay subgrade is added.

Geotechnics Service
ServiceGeotechnics contains items:

l GeotechnicsSetup
l Pad foundation - Pad foundation stability.

Geotechnics Setup
TheGeotechnics Setup has the same layout asSetup dialogues for Steel, Aluminium, etc. We kindly refer you to the the-
oretical backgroundmanual for detailed information.

Support Reaction Elimination Factors
The group Support Reaction Elimination Factors allows the user to eliminate specific support reactions by inputting a
multiplication factor. These input fieldsare limited to valuesbetween 0 and 1.

By default all reactions are used (factors 1.00). These factors can be used in case the user for example models only a pad
foundation and omits other foundation elements like a ring beam. The user can then specify that only 50% of a reaction
should be used to design the pad foundation since the other 50% goes into the ring beam.
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Maximum value of eccentricity
TheMaximum value of eccentricity group allows the user to specify the maximum allowed eccentricity in function of the
width The user can choose between 1/3, 1/6 andNo Limit

Known soil capacity
The checkbox Known soil capacity, use Sigma oc can be used by the user to override the EN 1997-1 bearing cal-
culation. Instead, the inputted Sigma ocvalue of the subsoil isused..

Bydefault this checkbox isde-activated.

Note that thisanalysis isNOT according to EN 1997-1.

In addition, under theNational Annex button in theProject data dialogue the parameters relating to the national annex
can be specified:

The groupDesignApproachEN 1997-1: 2.4.7.3.4 contains three options:

TheDesignApproach determineswhich set of combinations, safety factorsand resistance factorshave to be used.

Note: the Design Approach is given here and not on the general tab since the National Annex can give different approaches
for different foundation types (for example approach 1 for pad foundationsand approach 3 for pile foundationsetc).

The group Partial factors for soil parameters contains the safety factors according to Table A.4. Two sets are shown: M1 &
M2. These setshave the following default values:
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Safety Factor M1 M2

Gamma Fi’ 1,00 1,25

Gamma c’ 1,00 1,25

Gamma cu 1,00 1,40

Gamma qu 1,00 1,40

Gamma gamma 1,00 1,00

The group Partial resistance factors for pad foundations contains the resistance factors according to Table A.5.
Three setsare shown:R1,R2&R3. These setshave the following default values:

Resistance Factor R1 R2 R3

Gamma R;v 1,00 1,40 1,00

Gamma R;h 1,00 1,10 1,00

Pad Foundation Stability Check Service
The propertywindow for the Pad foundation stability checkallow for the check to be executedONLY for Result Classes.

Bydefault the classGEO is used.

In case there isno class in the project the class field isempty.

TheSelection in this case refers to Pad Foundation entities.

The action buttonsperform ‘Refresh’, ‘Preview’ and ‘AutoDesign’.

When executing the check, the safety and resistance factorswhich are applied depend on theDesign Approach set in the
Setup.

For Design Approach 1 the class for which the check is executed needs to contain at least one combination of each of the
following types:

l EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set B
l EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set C

In case the class for which the user wishes to execute the check does not comply with this requirement, the check is not
executed and awarning dialog is shown:

“Note: For Design Approach 1 it is required that the Result Class contains at least one combination of each of the following
types:

l EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set B
l EN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set C

The selected classdoesnotmeet this requirement; pleasemodify the contentsof the class.”

For Design Approaches 2 & 3 there isno requirement for the content of the class.

Pad Foundation Check
In general three separate checksare executed:

l BearingCheck
l SlidingCheck
l  EccentricityCheck

In a special case, instead of the three above a so calledUplift Check isexecuted.
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Before any check can be executed, the required safety and resistance factors need to be determined depending on the
chosenDesignApproach.

In addition the vertical design loadingVd , horizontal design loadingHd and effective geometryof the pad need to be determ-
ined.

In the following paragraphs the checksare specified:

Bearing Check
TheBearing check isexecuted according to [Ref.1] art. 6.5.2 andAnnex D

TheBearing resistanceRd dependson the fact whether the soil condition isdrained or undrained.

In case the user ‘knows’ the soil capacity,Rd is read directly from the input data instead of being calculated.

Sliding Check
TheSliding check isexecuted according to [Ref.1] art. 6.5.3

TheSliding resistanceRd dependson the fact whether the soil condition isdrained or undrained.

The value Rp,d specifies the positive effect of the earth pressure at the side of the foundation. Since this effect cannot be
relied upon, this value is taken aszero [Ref.2].

Eccentricity Check
EC7 specifies in art. 6.5.4 that special precautionsare required for loadswith large eccentricities.

According to [Ref.3] this isdone bychecking if the design load iswithin a critical ellipse or critical diamond.

Uplift Check
In case the vertical design loading Vd is negative, it implies that the pad foundation is in tension and may thus be ‘uplifted’
from the ground.

It is important to note that this check isexecuted INSTEAD of the three above checks.

Determination of Design Values
The check isexecuted for aResult Class.

Depending on the Design Approach set in the Geotechnical Design Setup, the sets of safety factors are read from the
setup as follows:
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For Design Approach 1 the safety setsdepend on the combination type.

For combinationsof typeEN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set B setsM1&R1 are used.

For combinationsof typeEN-ULS (STR/GEO) Set C setsM2&R1 are used.

For anyother combination setsM1&R1 are used.

For Design Approach 2, in all casessetsM1&R2 are used.

For Design Approach 3, in all casessetsM2&R3 are used.

Note 1: A code combination is internally split into different linear combinations. The check is executed for these linear com-
binations. It is thus important to retrieve from which code combination type a linear combination was generated in order to
knowwhich safety set to apply.

Note 2: The Result Classmay off course also contain load cases or non-linear combinations. These are seen as ‘Any com-
bination’ for the check.

Using the above information, the safety factors can be read from the GeotechnicsService and the design values for the soil
propertiescan be determined:

Design Value Formula

With:      φ’ read fromSubsoil Library

γφ’ read fromGeotechnics Setup

With:      c’ read fromSubsoil Library

γc’ read fromGeotechnics Setup

- 16 -
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With:      cu read fromSubsoil Library

γcu read fromGeotechnics Setup

With:      γ’ specific weight read from Library

γ γ read fromGeotechnics Setup

With:      γ Backfill weight read from Pad
foundation input Data

γ γ read fromGeotechnics Setup

A final safety factor which needs to be determined concerns the safety factor for the weight of the pad foundation and the
backfillmaterial. This safety factor is taken as the safety factor for a permanent load for the combination under consideration
i.e.gG.

A permanent load can be seen as favourable or asunfavourable. The corresponding safety factor isdetermined as follows.

-  The safety factor of the first permanent load case within an exploded combination is taken asgG . In this way, the cor-
rect value is found for any type of combination (code, linear, envelope, non-linear,…).

-  In case the exploded combination doesnot have a permanent load case,gG is taken as1,00.

Determination of Effective Geometry
The next step in the checkconcerns the determination of the effective geometryof the pad foundation.

The following picture illustrates the different actionsworking on the foundation.
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In thispicture the following notationsare used:

Action Info

G Weight of the foundation and of any backfill material inside the area of abcd.

g Load application point for load G referenced to the center point of the foundation base

P Vertical Rz reaction of the support

p
Load application point for load P referenced to the center point of the foundation base.

This is read as the load eccentricities ex and ey from the Pad Foundation library.

H Horizontal Rx or Ry reaction of the support

h

=(h1 + h2)

Load application point of the horizontal load H referenced to the foundation base.

With h1 and h2 read from the Pad Foundation Library.

M MomentMx orMy reaction of the support

Vd
= G + P

Ultimate load vertical to the foundation base including the weight of the foundation and any backfill material.

e Load application point for load Vd referenced to the center point of the foundation base

The reaction forcesRx,Ry,Rz,Mx,My need to bemultipliedwith theSupport Reaction Elimination factors.

The eccentricitye can be calculated as follows:

For a general 3D case this formula iswritten as:
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Weight G
Theweight G consistsof three parts:

1)  Theweight of the foundation block,GBlock

This depends on the shape of the block (prismatic or pyramidal), dimensions and also the density gBlock of the blockmater-
ial.

All these data can be read from thePadFoundation Library.

The densityof the blockdependson theWater table level.

·         Water level · Block Density

No influence γBlock

at foundation base γBlock

at ground level (γBlock –γW)

TheWater DensitygW is taken as9,81 kN/m³

2)  Theweight of the backfill around h2,GBackfill,Around

Thisdependson the shape of the block (prismaticor pyramidal), dimensionsand also the densityof the backfillmaterial.

All blockdata can be read from thePadFoundation Library.

The densityof the backfill dependson theWater table level.

· Water level · Backfill Density

No influence γBackfill,d

at foundation base γBackfill,d

at ground level (γBackfill,d – γW)

TheWater DensitygW is taken as9,81 kN/m³

3)  Theweight of the backfill above the foundation block,GBackfill,Above

Thisdependson the height and densityof the backfill asspecified in the input of the Pad Foundation.

Note that the height of the backfillmaterial can also be negative. Negative valuesare required to indicate that the soil is lower
than the top of the foundation block.

The three partsare illustrated on the following picture:
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The design value of the totalweight G can then be calculated as follows:

Gd =gG * [GBlock + GBackfill,Around + GBackfill,Above]

WithgG the safety factor of the permanent loading for the combination under consideration.

Distancesgx&gy

Using the weight and the volume, the center of gravity of the block and backfill can be determined. The distances gx and gy
are then calculated from this centroid to the center point of the foundation base.

EffectiveGeometry

Asa final step, using the eccentricitiesexand ey the effective geometryof the foundation base can be calculated as follows:

L1 =A– 2 * |ex|

L2 =B– 2 * |ey|

With A&B read from thePadFoundation library.

B’ =min (L1 ; L2)

L’ =max (L1 ; L2)

A’=B’ * L’

In caseB’<0mor L’ <0m the geometry is incorrect.

In this case, the check isnot executed and awarning isgiven on the output:

“Warning: The check cannot be executed due to incorrect effective geometry dimensions. Please review the base dimen-
sionsof the pad foundation!”

Undrained Bearing Resistance
The formulas in thisparagraph are used in case theType field in the Subsoil Library is set toUndrained.

The design value of the undrained bearing resistance iscalculated as follows:
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Value Formula

cud As specified earlier in this document.

bc
Inclination of the foundation base (always horizontal base in SE)

= 1,00      

sc

Shape of the foundation (rectangular shape)

ic

Inclination of the load, caused by horizontal load Hd

and Hd≤ A’ * cud

in case Hd > A’ * cud the value of ic can be set to 0,5

Hd

Resulting horizontal load

Hx Horizontal support reaction Rx.

Hy Horizontal support reaction Ry.

B’ Effective width.

L’ Effective length.

A’ Effective area.

q

Overburden at the foundation base [Ref.5]

=(h1 + h2 + hbackfill)* gBackfill,d

With:

h1 & h2 read from the Pad Foundation Library

hbackfill read from the Pad Foundation input

gBackfill,d as defined earlier in this document.

gR,v Resistance factor read from the Geotechnics Setup

Drained Bearing Resistance
The formulas in thisparagraph are used in case theType field in the Subsoil Library is set toDrained.

            The design value of the drained bearing resistance iscalculated as follows:

Value Formula

cd’ As specified earlier in this document.
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Nc

Bearing resistance factor

Nq

Bearing resistance factor

Ng

Bearing resistance factor

bc
Inclination of the foundation base (always horizontal base in SE)

= 1,00      

bq
Inclination of the foundation base (always horizontal base in SE)

= 1,00      

bγ
Inclination of the foundation base (always horizontal base in SE)

= 1,00      

sc

Shape of the foundation (rectangular shape)

sq

Shape of the foundation (rectangular shape)

sγ

Shape of the foundation (rectangular shape)

ic

Inclination of the load, caused by horizontal load Hd

iq

Inclination of the load, caused by horizontal load Hd

ig

Inclination of the load, caused by horizontal load Hd
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m

mL

mB

q Angle of the horizontal load Hd with the direction L’

As specified earlier in this document.

B’ Effective width as defined earlier in this document.

L’ Effective length as defined earlier in this document.

A’ Effective area as defined earlier in this document.

Hd

Resulting horizontal load

Hx Horizontal support reaction Rx.

Hy Horizontal support reaction Ry.

Vd As specified earlier in this document.

q’d

Effective overburden at the foundation base [Ref.5]

With:

h1 & h2 read from the Pad Foundation Library

hbackfill read from the Pad Foundation input

γ’t is depending on the water level as follows:

Water level γ’t
No influence γBackfill,d
at foundation base γBackfill,d
at ground level (γBackfill,d – γW)

γBackfill,d as defined earlier in this document.

γW is taken as 9,81 kN/m³

Effective weight density of the soil below the foundation level

depending on the water level as follows:

· Water level · γ’d
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No influence γ’d
at foundation base (γ’d – γW)
at ground level (γ’d – γW)

γ’ d as defined earlier in this document.

γW is taken as 9,81 kN/m³

γR,v Resistance factor read from the Geotechnics Setup

Known Soil Capacity Bearing Resistance
In case theSoil capacity is known, this value can be used directly instead of using theEC7 bearing resistance calculation.

This procedure is applied in case the checkbox Known soil capacity, use Sigma oc is activated in the Geotechnical
DesignSetup.

The design value of the bearing resistance iscalculated as follows:

Value Formula

A’ Effective area as defined earlier in this document.

σod Design value of the admissible soil capacity, taken as soc
σoc Read from the Subsoil Library

Sliding Resistance
The sliding resistance isdependent on the condition of the subsoil.

a)  In case theType field in the Subsoil Library is set toUndrained.

Value Formula

cud As specified earlier in this document.

A’ Effective area as defined earlier in this document.

γR,h Resistance factor read from the Geotechnics Setup

In case the checkboxWater/air in clay subgrade in the Subsoil Library isactivated, the value ofRd is limited as follows:

Value Formula

Vd As specified earlier in this document.

b)  In case theType field in the Subsoil Library is set toDrained.
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Value Formula

Vd As specified earlier in this document.

δd

Design friction angle at the foundation base

Dependent on the Cast condition specified in the Pad Foundation Library:

· Cast Condition · dd

Prefabricated

In situ

As specified earlier in this document.

γR,h Resistance factor read from the Geotechnics Setup

Eccentricity check
To prevent special precautionsaccording to art. 6.5.4 the eccentricityof the load shall not exceed 1/3 or 1/6 of thewidth.

Themaximal value of the eccentricity isdefined in theGeotechnicalDesignSetup.

a)  In case themaximal eccentricity is set to 1/3

b)  In case themaximal eccentricity is set to 1/6

Value Formula

ex As specified earlier in this document.

ey As specified earlier in this document.

A Read fromPad Foundation Library

B Read fromPad Foundation Library
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c)  In case themaximal eccentricity is set toNo limit

In this case there isno limit i.e. anyeccentricity isallowed. The unity check is set to 0,00.

Uplift Check
In case the vertical design loading Vd is negative, it implies that the pad foundation is in tension and may thus be ‘uplifted’
from the ground.

The uplift checkcan bewritten out as follows:

Value Formula

P The vertical Rz reaction as specified earlier in this document.

Gd The weight of the foundation and any backfill as specified earlier in this document.

Output
Both aBrief andDetailed output are available with table composer support.

Unity checkvaluesexceeding 1.00 is shown in bold.

AutoDesign
For optimizing the pad foundation, the sensitivityoptimization and grid are used as implemented for Steel.

Pad foundation optimization is added both in the Pad Foundation Stability Check Service as well as in the Overall Optim-
ization Solver.

Themaximal check limit is configurable for each of the threemain checks:
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- Maximal check on bearing

- Maximal check on sliding

- Maximal check on eccentricity

By default, the maximal value for each of the three checks is set to 1,00. Note that all three input fields should only allow the
input of positive values.

For each of the three checksaMaximal unity check field is shownwhich shows the current value of the unity check.

The picture shows the pad foundation geometryand is taken from the Pad Foundation Library. In the samewayas it is done
in steel, during the optimization, the dimensional changesare shown in the picture.

TheChange Pad foundation button opens the Pad Foundation Library and allows the user to modify the pad foundation
or select a different one. It functions in the samewayas theEdit button in the steel optimization.

The Next down and Next up buttons function in the same way as for steel, the selected grid parameter is modified up or
down one step.

TheSearch for optimal button function in the samewayas for steel, the selected grid parametersare optimized.

TheDirection combo functions in the samewayas for steel. The user can choose to set it to ‘Up&down’ so the AutoDesign
works in two directions or the user can set it to ‘Only up’ so the AutoDesign can only increase the parameters. By default the
combo ison ‘Up&down’.

TheParameter combo allows the user to set which parameter(s) should be optimized. The user can choose anyof the pad
foundation dimensions or set the combo to Advanced AutoDesign which allows the optimization of several parameters
together (Sensitivity).

The parametersareA,B,h1,h2,h3, a,b, ex and ey.

Bydefault the combo shows theA parameter.

The optimization grid has the same layout asused for steel except for the ‘Sort By’ columnwhich is removed.

The grid itself functions in the samewayas the grid for steel.

In the same wayas for steel, the user can assign a Dimension List to a parameter. During AutoDesign, only values from the
list are used.

The Set value button can be used to modify a selected parameter from the grid. In the same way as for steel, the dialog
which appearsdependsonwhether the list hasbeen assigned to the selected parameter or not.

UsingSelect/Deselect All the user can quickly select or deselect all parameters in the grid.

As in steel, parameters can be set in relation to one another. The user can use the Test relations button to check if no
loopshave beenmade.

Important remark: in steel, several validity tests are run when starting the AutoDesign, for example the test on relations is
done automatically. The same testsare also executed automatically for pad foundations.

TheAdvancedAutoDesign itself uses theSensitivityalgorithm:

-  Within each iteration, each parameter is changed separatelywith its step and it isevaluatedwhich change has themost
influence on thePad foundation utilization. Thisone is then taken and applied.

The procedure is then repeated in the next iteration until the Pad foundation  hasa unity checkbelow 1,00.

-  When below 1,00 the same procedure is applied (changing each parameter separately with its step) but now the goal
is to get asclose to 1,00 aspossible and not to go over 1,00. Thismeans that the parameterswill now be decreased in value.

-  In the end, a situation is reached where no parameter can be decreased with its step anymore since this will lead to a
unity checkabove 1,00. This is then themost optimal solution.
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Foundation strip
A foundation strip isused asa kind of linear supporting. It is defined by itswidth and by the propertiesof soil below the footing
surface.

All the properties of the foundation strip are defined in the property dialogue of support, i.e. at the moment the support is
being inserted into themodel.

Upper soil of foundation block
Supporting of a structure defined bymeansof a foundation structure (i.e. foundation block) is defined not only by the dimen-
sions of the foundation structure and properties of the soil below the footing surface, but also by the characteristics of the
upper soil.

Density Specifies the density of the soil above the foundation block or strip.

Height Defines the height of the upper soil layer. The height is measured from the top-surface of the foundation block.

In addition, the user mayspecify the level of undergroundwater that also influences the characteristicsof the support.

Note: The upper soil parameters are taken into account if the foundation block is checked
for stability.

Defining a new foundation block type
The procedure for the definition of a new foundation block type

1. Open the Foundation blockmanager:

1. either: use treemenu itemLibrary>Foundation blocks,

2. or: usemenu itemLibraries>Foundation blocks.

2. Clickbutton [New].

3. Anew foundation block is created and it isadded to the list of defined types.

4. Clickbutton [Edit].

5. The editing dialogue appearson the screen.

6. Select the type youwant to define.
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7. Input the dimensionsof the block.

8. Choose or define block’smaterial.

9. Confirmwith button [OK].

10. Close the Foundation blockmanager

Note: If no foundation block has been defined so far and the user opens the Foundation
blockmanager, the programmayautomaticallyopen the Foundation blockediting dialogue
directly. Once the editing dialogue is closed, the Foundation manager appears on the
screen and the user may follow to procedure given above.

Inserting the foundation block into model
As the foundation block is a type of support it can be inserted like a standard point support. Therefore, the procedure for the
insertion of a point support can be applied. The only difference is, that the user has to specify some additional parameters
that are unique for this support type.

Note: If no subsoil and no type of foundation block has been defined and the user tries to
insert a support of Foundation block type, the program automatically createsa default sub-
soil type and a default foundation block type. It is up to the user to edit these entities and
input proper valuesof their characteristics.

Defining a new foundation strip
As the foundation strip is a type of linear support it can be inserted like a standard linear support. Therefore, the procedure
for the insertion of a linear support can be applied. The only difference is, that the user has to specify some additional para-
meters that are unique for this support type.

Note: If no subsoil has been defined and the user tries to insert a support of Foundation
strip type, the program automatically creates a default subsoil type. It is up to the user to
edit thisentitiesand input proper characteristicsof it.
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Subsoil

Introduction to subsoil
Supports of a "foundation" type, i.e. foundation block and foundation strip, are laid on the soil that forms the base for the
structure. The parametersof this soilmust be defined in order to allow the program to performaccurate calculations.

In SCIAEngineer the "under-foundation" soil is called subsoil and can be defined using functions:

l either: treemenu function Library>Subsoils,

l or: menu function Libraries>Subsoils.

Once at least one subsoil type isdefined, it can be used for the definition of foundation blocksor foundation strips.

Defining a new subsoil type
A new subsoil type can be defined by means of the Subsoils manager. It is one of the numerous SCIA Engineer database
managers.

The procedure for the definition of a new subsoil type

1. Open theSubsoilsmanager:

1. either: treemenu function Library>Subsoils,

2. or: menu function Libraries>Subsoils.

2. Clickbutton [New] to create a new subsoil entity.

3. The new subsoil type isadded to the list of defined subsoils.

4. Clickbutton [Edit].

5. The editing dialogue isopened on the screen.

6. Input required values for individual parameters.

7. Confirm the parameterswith button [OK].

8. Repeat steps2 to 7 asmany timesas required.

9. Close theSubsoilsmanager.

Defining subsoil parameters
The definition of subsoil parameters can be done in the editing dialogue for subsoil. The editing dialogue is accessible via the
Subsoilsmanager.

Parameters of subsoil
Constants C1 and C2 for directions
X, Y, Z

C parameters representing the subsoil properties.

(see also Subsoil parameters for subsoil under a beam).
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Parameters for check
Here the parameters necessary for check of the subsoil to a technical standards
are defined.

Parameters for check
These data are used only for the stability checkof a foundation block.

Density Soil density

Fic The value of the angle of the shearing resistance in terms of effective stress.

Cc The value of the cohesion intercept in terms of effective stress.

Ccu The value of the undrained shear strength.

Sigma oc The admissible ground stress (optional).

Type The soil can be Undrained or Drained.

Subsoil parameters for subsoil under a 1D member
The parametersof subsoil for subsoil defined under a 1Dmember are:

C1x resistance of environment against ux (deformation in local x direction)

C1y resistance of environment against uy (deformation in local y direction)

C1z resistance of environment against uz (deformation in local z direction)

C2x resistance of environment against dux/dx

C2y resistance of environment against duy/dx

C2z resistance of environment against duz/dx
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Note: In the complete set of 6 parameters C, four parameters are significant and, if avail-
able, can be determined from the C parameters of subsoil 2D model in EPWSoilin module
and from the stiffnessof boundarybonding "k" modelling the effect of settlement basin:

C*1x (MN/m2) = b (m) C1x (MN/m3)

C*1y (MN/m2) = b (m) C1y (MN/m3)

C*1z (MN/m2) = b (m) C1z (MN/m3) + 2 k (MN/m2)

C*2z (MN) = b (m) C2x (MN/m)

where b is the width of the member.

It is not recommended to use the remaining two parameters. Reliable experimental data are not available for C2xandC2y.

Subsoil parameters for subsoil under a slab
The parametersof subsoil for subsoil defined under a slab are:

C1z resistance of environment against wP (mm) [C1z in MN/m3]

C2x resistance of environment against wP/xP (mm/m) [C2x in MN/m]

C2y resistance of environment against wP/yP (mm/m) [C2y in MN/m]

C1x resistance of environment against uP (mm) [C1x in MN/m3]

C1y resistance of environment against vP (mm) [C1y in MN/m3]

Note: Usually, C2x is considered equal to C2yandC1xequal to C1y.

Note: See also chapter Model data >Foundation >Subsoil.

Using the subsoil
Subsoil is used as a parameter for the definition of "foundation structures". That means as a parameter for foundation
blocksand foundation strips. Both of these foundation structuresare a kind of point or linear support.

Consequently, the subsoil type used for particular foundation blockor foundation strip is adjusted in the property dialogue of
a support.
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Geologic profile

Geologic profile manager
Geologicprofilemanager isa standard databasemanager. Itsoperation is therefore quite straightforward.

It may look like:

You can performall common operationswith geologicprofiles:

l define a new one,

l edit the existing one,

l make a copyof the existing one,

l delete the existing one (unless it isused in themodel),

l print or save the information about it,

l read it from your disk (if you have saved it some time ago).

TheGeologicprofilemanager can be opened via:
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l treemenu Library>Geologicprofiles,

l menu Libraries>Geologicprofiles,

l it is also opened automaticallywhenever some entity that requires a geologic profile as a parameter is being input and no
geologicprofile hasbeen defined yet.

Defining a new geologic profile
Anew geologic profile can be input in the Geologic profile manager. Function New of themanager opens theGeologic pro-
file dialogue.

General geologic profile parameters
Water level Defines the level of underground water. The water level influences the parameters of the soil.

Name Specifies the name of the geologic profile.

Not com-
pressible sub-
soil

In ON, the program applies coefficient of depth reduction k2 in compliance with CSN 73 1001, art. 80.

Numerically it means that the damping of stress component sz in the half-space is slowed down. All com-
ponents of elastic-half-space-stress-tensor are calculated in this reduced depth. It is just an approximate
calculation, not an exact solution of the elastic layer. The difference is however negligible in comparison
with other inacuracies.
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Layer-related parameters
name name of the layer

thickness thickness of the layer

E def

module of deformation

For geotechnical categories 1 and 2 the indicative value from e.g. CSN 73 1001 can be used, for category 3
a survey should be carried out to provide for the value.

Poisson’s
ratio

coefficient of transverse deformation

An indicative value or experimentally found value can be used.

(range: 0 – 0.5)

specific
soil weight

specific soil weight for dry soil

normally within the range from 18 to 23 kN/m3

wet spe-
cific soil
weight

specific soil weight for wet soil

m

structural strength coefficient

Dimensionless value in the formula for settlement according to CSN 73 1001.

Table 10 in the standard states indicative values for various soils in the range from 0.1 to 0.5. For category 3
it is advisable to consult the engineer who carried out the survey of the locality in question.

For other codes (other than CSN) this coefficient is equal to 0.2.

Geologic profile must be defined up to such a depth where the effective stress is still active,
otherwise the programdoesnot have enough information.

Edit the content of the table
Delete or insert new row:

1. Clickon the row header.
2. Display the right clickmenu.
3. Select the optionDelete line, Insert line or Delete all lines.

Copy and paste the content from the clipboard
Copycontent to the clipboard:

1. Clickon the row header.
2. Display the right clickmenu.
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3. Select the optionCopyall.
4. Paste the content of the table to anyeditor (e.g.MSExcel, MSWord, OpenOffice, Notepad etc.).

Paste content to the table:

1. Clickon the row header.
2. Display the right clickmenu.
3. Select the option Paste all.

Editing the existing geologic profile
An existing geologic profile can be edited in theGeologic profile manager. Function Edit of themanager opens theGeologic
profile dialogue. The dialogue isdescribed in chapter Defining a new geologicprofile.
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Geologic areas

Introduction to geologic areas
The 3D model with defined subsoil and geologic profiles displays the subsoil surface. This surface defines the area where
soil propertiesbetween boreholes is inter- and extra- polated.

Be to able to define a geologic fault, the basic surface polygon hasbeen divided to the separated areaswhich are inter- and
extra- polated but the first area doesn’t affect the next one.

Different number of layers in the geologic profile may be used in different areas. For example 5 layers in all boreholes in
area 1 and 8 layers in all boreholes in area 2.

The line between two geologicareas isgeologic fault.

Green - basicoutline of the subsoil surface
Red - Geologicarea 1
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Blue - Geologicarea 2
Red-Blue line - Geologic fault

Defining a new geologic area
Geologicarea library isa standard databasewhich contains the geometry - 4 points.

You can performall common operationswith geologicprofiles:

l define a new one,

l edit the existing one,

l make a copyof the existing one,

l delete the existing one (unless it isused in themodel),

l print or save the information about it,

l read it from your disk (if you have saved it some time ago).

In SCIAEngineer the geologicarea can be defined using functions:
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l either: treemenu function Library>Subsoils>Geologicarea,

l or: menu function Libraries>Subsoils>Geologicarea.

Editing the existing geologic area
The procedure to edit the existing geologic area

1. Open:

l either: menu function Libraries>Subsoils>Geologicarea.
l or: Select the Subsoil surface in themodel and use the action button "Edit geologicareas" in the propertywindow.

2. The library isopened.

3. Change required coordinates.

4. The changesare immediately taken into account.
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Boreholes

Introduction to boreholes
Boreholes together with geologic profiles provide the program with information relating to the composition of foundation
soil. Both data are necessary to calculate the interaction between the structure and the soil below it.

A borehole is fullydefined by the (i) corresponding geologicprofile, (ii) location and (iii) altitude. Usuallya set of boreholeswill
be defined and thus they can be used to calculate and display the surface of the land in their surrounding. This surface can
be used for impressive presentationsof your project. The surface itself isnot taken into account during the calculation.

The following picture shows an example of defined boreholes. The rectangle represents the patch of land over which the
soil propertiescan be inter- and extra- polated.

Next picture than shows the calculated surface.
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Sand-gravel pile
There isa possibility to use the borehole asa sand-gravel pile. The sand-gravel pile consists fromgeologicprofile and a geo-
metrywhich defines itsoutline. The sand-gravel-pile outlineshas the samebehaviour asgeologic fault.

The red colour showsa sand-gravel-pile with diameter 1m.
The blue colour showsa standard borehole.
Both are displayed inside the subsoil surface outline.
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Inserting a new borehole
Procedure to define a new borehole

1. Open service Structure.

2. Start function Borehole profile.

3. Fill in the parameters.

4. Confirmwith [OK].

5. Define the location of the new borehole or boreholes.

Borehole parameters
Name Identifies the borehole profile.

Coord X,
Y, Z

Coordinates of the inserting point of the borehole.

Results
only

When the calculation is performed, you can obtain a table of settlement. The values of settlement are cal-
culated in places where boreholes are located. The borehole itself (the corresponding geologic profile) is
also used as an input value for the calculation of interaction between the structure and the soil.

However, it is possible to exclude some boreholes from the input data and use them only as the location for
the calculation of results – settlement.

If this parameter is ON, the geologic profile defined in the borehole is ignored, the conditions in this place are
interpolated from surrounding boreholes, but final settlement is calculated in this location.

Geologic
profile

Specifies the geologic profile corresponding to the location of the borehole.

Sand-
gravel
pile

Defines if the borehole is used as a sand-gravel pile.

Radius Specifies the radius of sand-gravel pile.

Editing the existing borehole
The procedure to edit the existing borehole

1. Select the required borehole.

2. The propertywindow shows the parametersof the borehole.

3. Change required parameters.

4. The changesare immediately taken into account.

After the modification (especially the modification of the position) of the borehole, it may be
necessary to refresh the surface (supposing it wasdisplayed before the changes).
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Deleting the existing borehole
A borehole that has been defined by mistake or is no longer necessary for any other reason can be deleted like any other
entity in themodel.

The procedure to delete borehole

1. Select the required borehole.

2. Delete it using:

1. presskey [Del] on your keyboard,

2. invoke the pop-upmenu and select functionDelete,

3. usemenu functionModify>Delete.

Displaying or hiding the existing boreholes
Display (or we can sayvisibility) of boreholes is controlled byview parameter Subsoil >Borehole profiles.

The procedure to display (hide) the boreholes

1. Open dialogueView parameterssettings.

1. via pop-upmenu function Set view parameters for all.

2. via button of the toolbar of the graphicalwindow.

2. Set Subsoil >Borehole profilesON (or OFF to hide).

3. Confirmwith [OK].

Displaying the earth surface
The surface is calculated and displayed across the area that isdefined by two conditions:

l all defined boreholes lie inside the area,

l the distance from the outline of the structure to the border of the area isat least 10metres in anydirection.

The geologicarea isdisplayed together with the surface outline.

Display (or we can sayvisibility) of surface is controlled byview parameter Subsoil >Surface.

The procedure to display (hide) the surface

1. Open dialogueView parameterssettings.

1. via pop-upmenu function Set view parameters for all.

2. via button of the toolbar of the graphicalwindow.

2. Set Subsoil >SurfaceON (or OFF to hide).

3. Confirmwith [OK].
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Refreshing the earth surface
After some changes to the boreholes (or after some other modifications of the model) the surface may disappear. The
reason is the that change performed requires the regeneration of the surface and the regeneration of it is not automatic
(mainly for speed-related reasons).

The procedure to refresh the outline and/ or surface

1. If the outline isnot displayed, display it.

2. Select the outline.

3. The propertywindow showssomebasic information about it and also offers two action buttons.

4. Press [Refresh outline] to refresh the outline.

5. The outline may change if new boreholes have been added after the last refresh of the surface or if some existing bore-
holeshasbeenmoved to new locations.

6. Press [Refresh surface] to refresh the surface.
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Soil-In

Introduction
The analysis of foundation structures is challenged by the problem ofmodelling of the part of the foundation that is in contact
with subsoil. The best solution is to use 2D model of the subsoil that properly represents the deformation properties of the
whole under-foundation massif by means of surface model. The properties of such model are expressed by what is called
interaction parametersmarkedC. These parameters are assigned directly to structure elements that are in contact with the
subsoil and they influence the stiffnessmatrix.

To simplify thematter, wemay imagine that C is the characteristicsof elastic, more preciselypseudo-elastic, links, or surface
spring constants that change according to the actual state of the analysed system. We may also use the professional slang
that calls it "support on C parameters", which is the generalisation of standard Winkler idea of the supporting in the form of
thick liquid g = C1 (MNm-3) or in the form of infinitely dense system of vertical springs. The generalisation is very important
and dealsmainlywith the consideration of significant shear distribution in the subsoil that is neglected byWinkler model. The
parameters of the interaction between the foundation and the subsoil depends on the distribution and loading level, or the
contact stress between the structure surface and the surrounding subsoil, on the geometry of the footing surface and on
mechanical propertiesof the soil.

Calculationmodule Soil-in takesaccount of all thementioned dependencies.

As the C parameters influence the contact stress and vice versa – the distribution of the contact stress have impact on the
settlement of the footing surface and thus theC parameters, it is necessary to use an iterative solution.

The influence of subsoil in the vicinity of the structure
Themodelling of the interaction between a structure and subsoil requires that the influence of the subsoil outside of the struc-
ture be taken into account. This outside-subsoil supports the edgesof the foundation slab due to shear stiffness. In the past,
special procedureswere recommended tomodel thisphenomenon. The current versionsof SCIAEngineer employa soph-
isticated solutionwhose principle isdescribed in the following paragraph.

The program automatically adds to the edge of the analysed foundation slab springs that approximately substitute the effect
of what is termed support elements (1 to 2 metre wide strip located along the edges of the foundation slab, the thickness of
this strip is almost zero). The solution obtained through this approach takes into account the effect of the subsoil outside (in
the vicinity) of the analysed foundation slab.

In comparison with a solution without such springs, the results obtained with the springs gives smaller deformation of the
foundation-slab edgeswhichmeans larger bendingmoments in the foundation slab.

The springs oriented in the global z-direction are assigned to all edge nodes except the situation when a node already has
another spring assigned or if a rotation of a node is specified. In that case, the program assumes that the user has already
defined a special type of support and that it is not wanted to alter that special configuration automaticallyon the background.

These exceptions can be used to deliberately suppress the implementation of edge-springs along certain lines. The user
can define very small line springsalong required lines (edges) and thuseliminate the effect of the surrounding subsoil (e.g. if
a sheet pile wall is installed).

Soil-in output
The results from the soil-in iteration are theC parametersC1z, C2x andC2y.

ParametersC1x andC1y are alwaysdefined by the user.

C1z - resistance of environment against wP (mm) [C1z inMN/m3]
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C2x - resistance of environment against wP/xP (mm/m) [C2x inMN/m]

C2y - resistance of environment against wP/yP (mm/m) [C2y inMN/m]

C1x - resistance of environment against uP (mm) [C1x inMN/m3]

C1y - resistance of environment against vP (mm) [C1y inMN/m3]

Usually, C2x is considered equal to C2y and C1x equal to C1y, because the calculation is
done byso called isotropic variant of the calculation of C2 parameter.

The soil-in calculation isavailable when the specific functionality isactive.

CheckSubsoil on the left part and theSoil interaction on the right part of the functionality tab:

TheSoil interaction isavailable only for Plate XYandGeneralXYZ type of project.

C parameters (explanation from theoretical background of FEM solver)
C1 - Parameters of the interaction of the foundation with the surface 2D model of the subsoil in physical relation containing
componentsof displacement u, v, w.

Winkler formula for vertical components:

Winkler formula for horizontal shear components:

C2- Parameters of interaction of the foundation with the surface 2D model of the subsoil in physical relations containing the
first derivative of settlement.

Paternal formula for shear forces:

C1z - foundation compression modulus of theWinkler type, expressing resistance to the vertical displacement of the subsoil
surface.

C2x, C2y,C2xy - foundation shear modulusexpressing resistance to the shear components in the xand ydirection of the sub-
soil surface, generallydifferent in positive and negative shearsgxy,gyz(dilatancyand contractancyeffects).
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PasternakGpmodulus isour C2.

Pasternakdifferential equation:

p - pressure

k - modulusof sub-grade reaction

Gp - shear modulusof the shear layer and it is related to rotation in the differential equation.

Rotation of the surface =bevel dw/dx (see the picture)

w - displacement

g - shear strain

Support on surface
The interaction between the structure and subsoil is calculated if the structure isput on a support of "Soilin" type.

The procedure to define a newSoilin support

1. Create the structure to be supported.
2. Open service Structure.
3. Start function Support >Surface (el. foundation).
4. Adjust the parameters (see chapter Surface support on slab).
5. Confirmwith [OK].
6. Select the slab (groundslab) or slabs that should be supportedwith this type of support
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If the ground-slab isnot horizontal, one should be aware of the following:

The correct calculation of C parameters assumes that the structure that is in contact with subsoil is more or less horizontal.
Technically speaking, the inclination of the footing surface up to 5 to 8 degrees can be allowed. Program is capable of deal-
ing with footing surface in several z-levels, but the results are acceptable only if the z-levels are within certain limits – see the
following literature (in Czech):

l Kolář V.: Matematickémodelování geomechanických úloh. Skriptumpro postgraduální studiumFAST VUT Brno, 1990,
60 str.

l BučekJ., Kolář V., Obruča J:Manuál kprogramuSOILIN, FEMconsulting Brno, 1993
l BučekJ., Kolář V.: Iterační výpočet NE-XX - SOILIN, FEMconsulting Brno, 1995
l Kolář V.: Statické výpočtyzákladových konstrukcí. Knižnice Aktualit Českématice technickéPraha, ed. plán 1994.
l Kolář V.: TeoretickýmanuálFEM-Z kprogramůmDEFOR aNE-XX, seminář FEMconsulting s.r.o., 5. - 6.10.1993 v

Brně.

The surface support properties

Name: Specifies the nameof the support.

Type: Defines the type of support – see below.

Subsoil: If necessary for the selected type, this item specifies the subsoil parameters.

Type
Individual:
Aparticular subsoil type isassigned to the slab.
The subsoil isdefined bymeansof C parameters. These user-definedC parametersare used for the calculation
(of e.g contact stress in the footing surface)
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Soil-in:
For such a support, the interaction of the structure with the foundation subsoil is carried out bymeansof SOIL-IN
module.
ParametersC1z, C2x, C2yare calculated bySOIL-INmodule.
Both:
Both of the abovementioned typesare combined on the same slab.
The user defineswhichC parameterswill be user-defined andwhich oneswill be calculated bySOIL-INmodule.
Parameterscan be defined in subsoil properties. ThoseC parameters that are input in the subsoil-propertydia-
logue aszero, will be calculated by theSOIL-INmodule. Nonzero parameterswill be taken as theyare input.

The additional springs are automatically added on the edges if soilin calculation doesn’t
recognize additional platesaround the support. See chapter Advanced tips.

Subsoil in the 3D model
The subsoil in the 3D window is defined asa soil surface and soil borehole. The geologic profile is defined for each soil bore-
hole. The position and the composition of the geologicprofilesprovide information about subsoil.

Soil borehole
The borehole isavailable in the project onlywhen the functionalitySoil interaction is checked.

The special property in the inserting dialogue converts standard borehole to the Sand-
gravel pile. Seemore in the separate chapter.

Soil types according to ČSN EN 73 1001

Fine-grained soils Sands Gravel
F1(MG) loam, fine-grained S1(SW) sand, well-grained G1(GW) gravelwell-grained
F2 (CG) clay, gravelly S2(SP) sand, poorly-grained G2(GP) gravel poorly-grained

F3 (MS) loam, sandy S3(S-F) sand, with fine-grained soil G3(G-F) gravelwith fine-grained
soil

F4 (CS) clay, sandy S4(SM) sand, with loam G4(GM) gravel, with loam
F5 (ML) loam, small plasticity S5(SC) sand, with clay G5(GS) gravel, with clay
F5 (MI) loam,middle plasticity
F6 (CL) clay, small plasticity
F6 (CI) clay,middle plasticity
F7 (MH) loam, high plasticity
F7 (MV) loam, veryhigh plasticity

F7 (CH) loam, extremlyhigh plas-
ticity

F8 (CV) clay, veryhigh plasticity

F8 (CE) clay, extremlyhigh plas-
ticity

Geologic profile
All profilesare saved to theGeologicprofiles library. The geologicprofilescan be imported or exported by theDB4 format.
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The borehole profile is defined as a simple grid with the preview. Each row represents one layer of soil with the same prop-
erties.

Each layer isdefined by the soil parameters:

Name:
Specify the nameof the layer
Thickness (m):
thicknessof the layer
Edef:
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The module of deformation Edef is defined as deformation characteristic of the soil. It is a ratio of the normal
stress increment to the increment a linear transformation. For geotechnical categories 1 and 2 the indicative
value from e.g. ČSN 73 1001 can be used, for category 3 a survey should be carried out to provide for the value.
The valueEm fromEurocode 7 can be used instead of Edef.

Edef according toČSN 73 1001:

Class of the subsoil Edef (MPa)

F6-F8 (soft, medium consistency) 1,5-4

F6-F8 (stiff consistency) 6-8

F6-F8 (hard consistency) 10-15

F3-F5 (soft, medium consistency) 3-5

F3-F5 (stiff consistency) 8-10

F3-F4 (hard consistency) based on survey

F5 (hard consistency) 10-20

F1, F2 (soft, medium consistency) 5-15

F1, F2 (stiff consistency) 12-25

F1, F2 (hard consistency) based on survey

S4, S5 5-12

S3 12-19

S2 15-35

S1 30-60

G5 40-60

G4 60-80

G3 80-90

G2 100-190

G1 250-390

R6 10-75

R5 20-250

R4 40-750

R3 70-2500

R2 130-7500

R1 250-25000

TheEdef for R isderived from the number of discontinuousparts in the soil.

Poisson:
Poisson’s ratio, coefficient of transverse deformation, an indicative value or experimentally found value can be
used, predefined range is0 – 0.5

Poisson according toČSN 73 1001:

Class of the subsoil Poisson ν

F8 (soft, medium, stiff consistency) 0,42

F8 (hard consistency) based on survey

F5-F7 (soft, medium, stiff consistency) 0,40

F5-F7 (hard consistency) based on survey
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Class of the subsoil Poisson ν

F1-F4 (soft, medium, stiff consistency) 0,35

F1-F4 (hard consistency) based on survey

S5 0,35

S4, S3 0,30

S1, S2 0,28

G4,G5 0,30

G3 0,25

G1,G2 0,20

R6 0,40-0,25

R4, R5 0,30-0,20

R3 0,25-0,15

R1, R2 0,20-0,10

Dry weight:
weight for the drysoil, normallywithin the range from18 to 23 kN/m3, range is0 – 10000000000 kN/m3

Wet weight:
weight for the wet (saturated) soil, this value is mostly about 2-3 kN/m3 higher than the dry weight, range of the
values is10 – 10000000 kN/m3

m coefficient:
structural strength coefficient, according to the Eurocode7 is 0,2 (ČSN 73 1001 defines a table). The m coef-
ficientmaybemodified for thewhole Eurocode.

Coefficientmaccording toČSN 73 1001:

Class of the subsoil m

F1-F8 with Edef<4MPa, not over consolidated and soft or solid consistency
R1, R2 and R4, R5 not affected by erosion

0,1

F1-F8 which don’t belong to the first group
S1, S2,G1,G2 under the water level
R3

0,2

S1, S2,G1,G2 above the water level
S3-S5
G3-G5
R4, R5 which don’t belong to the first group

0,3

R6 0,4

Loess, loess loam 0,5

Geologic profile must be defined up to such a depth where the bearing pressure is still act-
ive, otherwise the programdoesnot have sufficient information.

The defined parametersare displayed in the libraryasproperties.
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The height of the underground water is defined by the value in the properties. It is a positive value but it represents the
depth.

Non-compressible subsoil below the last inputted layer

The checkbox “Non-compressible …” can be used if the soil below the last layer is non-compressible. The system applies
coefficient of depth reductionϰ2 in this case (calculation of ϰ 2 can be found in ČSN 73 1001, art. 80). This option is recom-
mendedwhen the non-compressible layer isplaced in a small depth under the borehole.

Calculation ofϰ 2 according toČSN 73 1001:

ϰ 2=1-exp((zic/z) ln0,25 + ln0,8)

1 – foundation base

2 – non-compressible layer

zic – is the depth under the foundation base to the non-compressible layer

z– is the depth from the foundation base to the levelwhere the contact stressσz should be calculated

The contact stressσz will be calculated by the reduced depth zr2=ϰ 2*zwhere z is the depth under the foundation base.
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Properties of the borehole profile

The borehole is defined by the geologic profile and the inserting point in the 3D window. The properties contain only name,
its coordinates, the borehole profile and the checkboxResultsonly.

Settlement input data
Settlement is calculated for eachmesh element (in its center of gravity) and for each borehole inserting point. The checkbox
Results only exclude a borehole inserting point from the input data. It means that the point is used for the calculation of set-
tlement but the geologicprofile isnot taken into account for the layersapproximation.

The nodes for the settlement calculation (green vertexes):

Geological areas
Themain geological surface = area is calculated and displayed automatically. It is possible to create more areas in the main
one.

Layers approximation is calculated inside one geological area, independently on neighbouring areas. There is a geological
fault on the border between two geological areas.

TheSand-gravel pile isa geological profile which isplaced in one geological area.
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Layers approximation
Whenmore borehole profiles are used in the project then it must fulfil one important condition – the same number of layers.
This is required because of the soil-in approximation.
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If there is some layer missing in one borehole, then it can be substituted by layer with min-
imum thickness – e.g. 1mm.o the soil- in has appropriate number of layers for approx-
imation.

Foundation base
The level of the foundation base is considered on the bottom surface of the plate. The eccentricities are also taken into
account.

Even the extremexample as thisone place the foundation base to the bottom surface.
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The red line indicates the foundation base.

Soil surface
Soil surface isa tool for initial approximation of subsoil surface and layersbetween boreholes.

Surface is calculated automaticallyaccording to inserted structure and inserted boreholes.

If it is deleted then it isautomatically regenerated before the calculation starts.

Surface has itsbordersat least 10moutside the structure.

The surface iseditable by2 action buttons:

l Refresh outline: it recalculates the border
l Refresh surface: it recalculate themesh of the surface

The propertiesof the surface are simple. Just a nameand sizes:

It is possible to displaydeformed subsoil surface. It is created by several boreholeswith different Z coordinates. Themesh is
used only for displaying of terrain, it is not used for the calculation.
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Surface support
The surface support isbasic structure object for soil-in. The support type isdefined bycomboboxwith 3 items.

Individual:
the C parameters are defined by user in the Subsoil manually (all of them). They are used for calculation. (e.g.
contact stressesof the foundation surface)
Soilin:
system calculates C parameters (C1z, C2x, C2y) – this type is required for the complete soil-in calculation, C1x
andC1y are taken from the solver setup
Both:
system calculates C1z, C2x and C2y if they are set to zero in the Subsoil; the rest is taken from the Subsoil. This
item isused rarelyonly for a veryspecial cases.

Soil-in type
The only type which doesn’t use the data from the Subsoil library. All initial values of C parameters are defined by the Solver
setup. C1x andC1y are taken from this setup as the resultsand the rest is calculated by theSoil-in.

The initial values could influence a bit the calculation convergence but their major importance is for setting of non-com-
pressible stiffnesses. These values are 100 times higher than the initial values. That’s why a reduction of initial values (e.g.
10 times) can help in a convergence problems (higher depth, small loading, etc.)
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Individual type
C1z , C2x , C2y parameters are taken from the Subsoil library. It is predefined by the user. The calculation of Soil-in won’t
start in this case.

Both type
Soil-in calculatesC1z, C2x andC2y onlywhen theyare set to the zero value by the user.

The parameterswith anyother value are taken from the library.

Examplewith typeBoth:

In this case theC2y parameter is calculated bysoil-in. This item could be used only in a case
when the soil-in would calculate any extreme values of C2 parameters. It is a very sporadic
case.

The typeBoth isnot too common and it was introducedmainly for two reasons:

First, I use type Soil-in but I want to have different friction in different parts of the structure. Therefore, the solver setup dia-
logue is not enough for me, because is just one value can be adjusted there for the friction. Therefore, I can use type Both
and thus I am able to define several subsoils with non-zero constants C1x and C1y with all other parameters adjusted to
zero.When the Soil-inmodule runs, the non-zero constantsC1x andC1y are of higher priority than those determined by the
solver and are applied. Other "zero" values indicate that the valuesdetermined by the solver are applied.

Second, sometimes it may be necessary to "suppress" higher values of shear (C2x, C2y) calculated bySoil-in module. This
mayhappen e.g. when a new plate ismodelled on an old one and the old plate isdefined as the first layer of the subsoil. It is a
correct and proper solution, but as E modules of soil and concrete are dramatically different, the Soil-in module calculates
high C2 parameters. Consequently, the stiffness of the foundation slab in the model is bigger than if the two slabs were
"joined" together and input as a homogenousmonolith. Therefore, C2 parameters may be reduced artificially. This can be
achieved in typeBoth. I define the subsoilwith zeroC1z (it will be determined by theSoil-inmodule) and other non-zero para-
meters (C2 and friction). Thus theSoil-inmodulewill provide only for C1z parameter.
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Subsoil library
The subsoil containsparameterswhich can be defined by the user or calculated bysoil-in.

ParametersC1x andC1y are alwaysdefined by the user.

Required parameters for Soil-in calculation
What allmust be defined:

l Project with at least one boreholewith predefined geologicprofile
l Structurewith surface support typeSoilin or Both
l Load
l Combination type Linear (ULSor SLS)
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Soil-in settings in the Solver setup

Soil combination:
linear combinationwhich isused for the soil-in calculation.
Even though it isnot an exact solution, for practical reasons theC parametersare not calculated separately for
each load case or each load case combination. The user must specifyone particular reference combination that
isused to calculate theC parameters. The calculatedC parametersare then applied in all remaining defined load
casesand combinations.
Maximum soil interaction iterationsstep:
number of iteration cycles (when the program stops iterations if there are still no proper C parameter calculated,
in case that resultsdiverge), themax. limit is99 steps
Size of soil surface element:
define size of element of surfacemesh. It isused for displaying of terrain.
C1x:
the parameter defined by the user
C1y:
the parameter defined by the user
C1z:
initial value for soil-in (if the support type isSoilin)
C2x:
initial value for soil-in (if the support type isSoilin)
C2y:
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initial value for soil-in (if the support type isSoilin)
Thickness of loose layer at contact level [m]:
setting in solver settings for automatic definition of loose layer at contact stress level for better handling of found-
ation at great depth and faster convergence of soilin iterations. This layer is automatically created and managed
by soilin to handle the fact, that a thin layer of soil is always somewhat damaged and loose, just at the contact
level. This item isset 0 asdefault. User can choose this layer 0 - 10m.

The source of not calculated parametersdependson the support type. It is described in the
previouschapter.

Soil-in calculation
Soil-in iterative cycle
The values from the top structure and the foundation are calculated byFEM. The valuesare used as the source data for the
soil-in.

The iterative process is finishedwhen the contact stressσz and displacement uz doesnot change significantly in the two sub-
sequent iterations. The special quadraticnormsare evaluated in the each iteration cycle to find out if this condition is fulfilled.

Diagramof the iterative cycle:
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1. The valuesare taken from the solver setup, predefined by the user.
2. Data from the structure and its foundation.
3. FEMcalculation – important results for soil-in contact stressσz and displacement uz.

4. The resultsof i iteration.
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5. Comparison of the in contact stressσz and uz – it isbased on the quadraticnorms, when it doesnot change significantly,
then the calculation isdone andSCIAEngineer displays results.

6. 1st step of soil-in – the contact stress is recalculated to the new loading.

7. 2nd step of soil-in – theC parametersare recalculated, new loading is taken from the previousstep.

8. 3rd step of soil-in – finalC parameters from soil-in - the new input data.

9. NewC parametersare used for the next FEMcalculation.

There isamessagewhen the last iteration isdone.

Quadratic norm to compare the results from the last and the previous iter-
ation
The calculation of the settlement of the subsoil and subsequent determination of the C parameters is performed in a stand-
ardwayusing an iterative process. The result of thisprocess is the state in which the contact stressor displacement uz in two
subsequent iterationsdoesnot change significantly. For that reason, the following quadratic normsare evaluated in every j-
th iteration:

Where:

nnumber of nodes

σz,icontact stress in node i

Aiarea corresponding to node i

uz,iglobal displacement of node i in the z-direction
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The iterative calculation is stopped if εσ<0,001 or εu<0,001

Theory about the derivation process
In this text we limit ourselves to a brief derivation for the purpose of the explanation that will follow:

1. The formula for the potential energyof internal forcesof the 3Dmodel has the following form:

2. Neglecting the effect of horizontal componentsof deformation, we get the following vectors:

3. Thismeans the corresponding simplification of thematrixof physical constantsD.

4. In order to be able to reduce the problem from3D to 2D, it isnecessary to integrate formula 1) over the z-axis. For this
reason, a certain “damping function” fz is introduced and it isdefined by the ratio of the settlement in the given depth to the
settlement of the surfacew0(x,y).

5. Modifying formulas from step 2) we get:

6. Substituting formula from step 5) into the formula for the potential energyof bodyV=ΩH,whereΩ is the extent of the 2D
model andH is the depth of the deformed zone of the 3Dmodel, we obtain the following formula:
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7. Integrating over z , we get the formula for the potential energyof internal forcesof the 2Dmodelwith two parametersC1S
andC2S:

8. Comparing formulas from step 6) and 7), we can define the relation between the parametersof the general (3D) and sur-
face (2D) model:

Conclusion:
It is also possible to eliminate the automatic calculation of some C parameters and define them manually. This can be
achieved byspecial adjustment of the subsoil parametersand set the type to Both (!).

The results of soil-in
2D data viewer
The soil-in results are available in two different services. In the “Calculation, mesh” service is 2D data viewer. There are res-
ults for Subsoil.

TheC parametersare calculated for themesh on the 2Dmember. It isdisplayed by the colour planes.

The results can be displayed for each of C parameters.
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The example of calculatedC1z:

The previewwithC parameters in the table can be also displayed in the 2D data viewer.

Results
The service results contain two result previews:

l Subsoil – C parameters
l Subsoil –Other data – thisdisplayssettlement (table and diagram for each node)
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C parameter results
When the Soilin type of the support is used then the preview Subsoil – C parameters displays the same results as 2D data
viewer.

When the Both type of the support is used then the preview Subsoil – C parameters displays results of the soilin calculation
and the 2D data viewer displaydata from theSubsoil library.
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Soil stress diagram
The “Subsoil – Other data” allow to displaySoil structure strength diagram for calculated points. The points are displayed by
the action button “Soil stressdiagram”.

Green vertexes on the plate are centres of elements from 2D mesh. Two green vertexes outside the plate are inserting
points fromboreholes.

Points are displayed asa green vertex. The vertical axial componentsof stressand the structure strength (consequently the
depth of the deformed subsoil zone) can be displayed for all points from the 2Dmesh and for the inserting pointsof the bore-
holes. User just selects the point and the diagram isdisplayed.

If the borehole isdefined as “Resultsonly”, then the point isavailable for displaying the diagram.

Example of the dialogueSoilStructure Strength:
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Previous:
Display theSoilStructure Strength for the previousnode
Next:
Display theSoilStructure Strength for the next node
Borehole:
Display theSoilStructure Strength for the selected borehole inserting point
Soil point:
Node number
m*Sigma,or:
The original soil stress
Sigma,z:
The overstress

Seemore about SoilStructure Strength diagramhere.

There are two lines - m*Sigma,or and Sigma,z. According to theory, settlement will occur if
Sigma,z>m *Sigma,or.

Settlement table
The table isdisplayed in theSubsoil – other data results. The preview table contain valuesw for each node.

The settlement w is different from displacement uz of the foundation plate because w is calculated without stiffness of struc-
ture and from the penultimate iteration. Therefore it isuseful to watch valuesw onlyoutside the foundation.
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Results for each iteration cycle
When the soil- in won’t finish its iteration process in a standard way, the calculation ends after the predefined number of
cycles (the solver setup). User can display the contact stresseson the plate for each cycle separately so he is able to find the
problem.

The calculated contact stresses for each iteration cycle can be found in the results.

The first iteration cycle
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The second iteration cycle

The third iteration cycle

The fourth iteration cycle
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The additional springs are automatically added on the edges if soilin calculation doesn’t
recognize additional platesaround the support. See chapter Advanced tips.

Soil-in and Pile design
Soil-in is a tool for calculation stiffness of the subsoil half-space. The pile is a type of support. Soil-in and piles can be used in
one project and systemwill calculate it together.

Soil-in and Piles are using two different types of boreholes. Piles are based on the CPT profiles; soil-in boreholes are user-
defined by layers. Both typesof boreholesmust be inserted in the project if the user wants to calculate soil-in and pile design.
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1. Borehole profile for soil-in
2. Surface support for soil-in
3. Piles for Pile design
4. CPT profile for Pile design

Advanced tips
Foundation at great depth
For better convergence of soilin iterations for foundation at great depth user can set at solver setup in group Soilin - Thick-
nessof loose layer at contact level [m]. The recommended value is0,500m.More info in Required parameters for Soil-in cal-
culation.

The effect of the subsoil outside the structure
The nearest subsoil around the loaded structure is also affected by its settlement. The better realistic picture how it works in
the reality isdisplayed below.

Calculation of the nearest surrounding of the structure isa specificuse case. It is recommended to add onemore plate to the
structure for thispurpose – additional subsoil element.

The new plate should be insertedwith theminimum thickness (e.g. 0,01mm) and placed next to the foundation.

TheC parameters for thisaffected subsoil around the structure are calculated thiswayalso.

The deformed subsoil calculated by theSCIAEngineer:
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CalculatedC parameters:

The structure is marked by the black rectangle and around this is one more plate - surrounding plate – with thickness
0,001mm.

Automatic calculation of the edge supports
When user don’t use any subsoil elements then the program will eliminate the neglect of the subsoil on edges by an auto-
matic inserting of vertical supportson the foundation edges.

The calculation of those supports is based on already known C parameters. The program try to support the plate in the
same way as it should be supported by the subsoil itself. This leads to approximate model where the sum of reaction is con-
tact stresswith reactions in those nodes.

This solution can be sometimesundesirable – e.g. if there isa second foundation near by the calculated one or there is some
other support under or near the foundation edge.

Thisautomatic input can be avoidedmanually. User can insert a spring with a small stiffnesson the plate edgesand then the
systemwon’t use automatic input of vertical supports. This could be the additional subsoil elements.

Pad foundation and soil-in
The pad foundation isnot connectedwith the soil-in calculation.

How to use soil-in for the pad foundation check:
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1. Create additional structure to calculate theC parameters in the nearest surrounding (it isdescribed in the previous tip)

CalculatedC parameterson the surrounding plate –>C parameters for the pad foundation

2. CalculatedC parameterscan be used in theSubsoil library. Put the values from the table to theSubsoil library.
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3. Run the linear calculation again.
4. Check the pad foundation in a standardway.
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What if the model is correct but the iteration is not finished
Sometimes the model is correct but some circumstancesmay cause unfinished iterative process. The results in cycles don’t
lead to one set of C parametersbut on the contrary, the resultsaremore andmore different.

This can be caused bysome tensions in the foundation plate, specific foundationmembersand similar problems.

How to solve those problems:

1. It isnecessary to check themodel. It must be correct – themesh elementsare not triangular, the element´sZ axis is
upward, the foundation platemust be under the soil surface and so on.

2. Check the iteration cycles in results– contact stresses, type of loads– soilin iteration.
First few iteration cycleswill be probablyquiteOKand after some time the resultsbecomemessy.
Find one cycle (between those correct ones) where the results seem to be close to the reality– e.g. 5thcycle. Use this
value in the solver setup for number of iteration cycles.

3. Start the linear calculation again, it will be finished after the 5th iteration cyclewith resultsmost closest to the reality.
The correct cycle isbetween 2nd and 5th cycle in themost cases.

What if the load is wrongly inserted?
When the plate isnot in compression, then soilin cannot be calculated properly.

There could be amessage about wrong total resultant:

Thismayhappenwhen loadsare from the bottom to the top, or when there is some change in local LCSof the plate.
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What if the symmetrical structure gives non-symmetrical results?
Thismayhappenwhen additional subsoil elementsare not added around the structure.

Also when the soilin didn’t find the correct result and calculation is stopped too soon. (For example when solver setup
definesonly few soilin cycles.)

What if geological fault in the subsoil is needed?
Themain subsoil surface is created automatically when a structure and a borehole is inserted to the project. The size of the
subsoil outline is calculated from the structure size, positionsof boreholesand someoffset around.

The geological fault is createdwhen the second area is inserted to themain one.

1. Create structure and insert boreholes.
2. Themain subsoil surface is created.
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3. Go to Libraries / Subsoil, Foundation / Geological areas, create a new area by its coordinates.

4. Run standard Soilin calculation.
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5. Check resultswhere geological fault is visible asa border between two gradients.

How to use additional plates
Soilin is a tool which calculates C parameters of the subsoil under the surface support. Using the additional plates around
the support providesmore realistic results.

About C parameters:

1. C parametersare parametersof interaction, so their value dependson the structure, load, stiffnessand subsoil. Change
in anyof those parts causesdifferent C parameters.

2. Thewhole plate is supported verticallyby the soil stiffness– parameter C1 (winkler) and also in the shear direction – para-
meter C2 (pasternak).

3. The plate edgesaremore supported by theC2 parametersbecause it isaffected byneglecting.

4. The area around the support isaffected by the shear stiffnessof the soil and the degrease basin is created.

5. The degrease basin can be substituted byspring supportsaround the plate – this isdone automatically in SCIAEngineer
when user don’t add platesaround.

6. When user uses the platesaround the support, the springsare not added and theC parametersare calculated for the
whole area.
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->The next text describeshow to create platesaround the support - additional plates.

Settings for soilin calculation

1. The functionalitySubsoil andSoil iterationmust be checked.

2. One combinationmust be linear - this combination isused for soilin calculation.

3. This linear combinationmust be selected in Solver setup to run soilin with it.
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4. The projectmust contain boreholewith geologicprofile.
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5. The projectmust contain surface support type soilin.

How to calculate the plate without soilin

1. Open the project “soilin_start.esa”.

2. There isone platewith the surface support type Individual. This type of the support hasa constant parametersC1 and
C2.
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3. Run the linear calculationwith the default settings.
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4. Go to the serviceResults. Display the results for internal forces. There are no results for C parameters.
5. Internal forces - for example vy:
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How to calculate the plate with soilin.

1. Change the support type to soilin.
2. Run the linear calculation again.
3. Go to the serviceResults. Display the results for internal forcesand soilin for combinationC01.
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4. Internal forces - vy:

5. Subsoil - C parameters - parameter C1z:
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6. Subsoil - Other data (see the previewwith the table for the settlement):
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7. Subsoil - Other data - use the action button "SoilStressDiagram" and select one green vertex:

8. Anew dialogue appears - there isa stressdiagram for the selectedmesh element:
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9. Close the dialogue.
10. UseESC to finish the action.

The edgesof the plate are supported byspringsautomatically.

How to create the additional plates around

1. Use the sameproject.
2. Open theStructure service and start the command for inserting a new plate.
3. Set the thicknessof the plate to 1mm.
4. Create 4 platesaround the surface support according to the picture. Thewidth from the original plate is3m.
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5. Add the surface support type soilin on those plates.
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6. Run the linear calculationwith the same settingsagain.
7. Go to the serviceResults. Display the results for soilin.
8. Subsoil - C parameters - parameter C1z:

9. Subsoil - Other data (see the previewwith the table for settlement):
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10. Subsoil - Other data - use the action button "SoilStressDiagram" and select one green vertex:
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11. Stressdiagram for selectedmesh element:

12. Close the dialogue.
13. UseESC to finish the action.
14. The interesting resultsare deformations.
15. See the result "Displacement of nodes", valueUzonDeformed structure:

The deformed structure shows the degrease basin.
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16. The result is in project "soilin_finished.esa".
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Design of piles

Introduction
Pile design functionality is a tool in SCIA Engineer developed in co-operation with Deltares. It enables the user to perform
the design/verification of bearing piles in accordancewith theNEN code (NEN 6740 andNEN 6743) andNEN 9997-1:2009
(NEN EN 1997-1:2005, NEN EN 1997-1:2005/ NB:2008 andNEN 9097-1). This functionality is available only if the national
code isNEN or EC-EN.

At the moment, this functionality is available if the user has selected the NEN code or the Eurocode. In the
case of the Eurocode, this tool is valid when the user chooses the National Annex for the Netherlands.

The pile design option will facilitate the user to determine the required pile tip level and the bearing capacity at that tip level.
The verification option will result in load- settlement curves from ULS and SLS and calculate the pile settlement. The Load
settlement curvesdescribes the deformation of a pile as function of the load

The Piles are defined asa special type of support in SCIAEngineer. The piles are defined in Pile plansand all the piles in the
Pile plan will have the same properties. Pilesare fully integratedwith the 3Dmodel and the soil profiles. The design and veri-
fication of the resultsdepend on the soil profile, propertiesof pile and the reactions from the structure.

The soil profiles are generated from the Cone Penetration Test data (.GEF – Geotechnical exchange format file - ASCII).
The soil profiles fromCPT are linkedwith the pile plan and are used for design and verification. A linkhasalso been provided
to import the CPT data from the net (DINO by TNO). This facilitates the user to select the CPT data (.GEF file) available in
the specified location.

An automatic interpretation tool is used for generating the soil profile. It uses the stress dependent NEN rule for the inter-
pretation. The predefined soilsare used by this interpretation tool.

The definition of the pile shape and type is stored in the pile plan library. All the relevant parameters required by the pile are
defined in theDutch standards.

The pilesare represented in the 3Dmodel and their display is controlled byview parameter settings.

The program enables the user to generate Non-linear functions from load-settlement curves and the generated functions
can be associated to the supports (type Z).

Recalculating the entire structure using these non-linear functions will improve the overall results. It leads to ‘new’ loads on
the piles. With these loads, the process of pile-design, verification and calculation of the entire structure can be repeated to
optimize the total design.

There is a possibility to store the input and output xml fileswhich are used for Pile design and verification. It is possible to use
XML in theDFoundation and enhance the pile design there.

Geotechnics service
Pile design (NENMethod) functionality is added asa new type under the subsoil category. This functionalitywill be available
only for the National codes “EC-EN” and “NEN” and for the structure types “GeneralXYZ, FrameXYZ, FrameXZ, Grid XY
andPlate XY”.
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This service is common for Pile design and Pad Foundation. This service is available only if the Pile design or Pad foundation
functionality is selected.

Geotechnics setup
Thissetup is common for the Pile design andPadFoundation.

Rigidity of Superstructure
The superstructure can be specified either Rigid or Non-rigid. This parameter influences the calculation. The ξ
(sigh factor) also dependson the rigidityof the structure.
Use all CPTs for all pile plans
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If this option is selected all the soil profileswill be automatically associated to all the Pile plans. If the user wishes to
manuallyassociate theCPTs to pile plans thisoptionmust be unchecked.

Overrule parameters
The parameters listed under this can be overruled.When it is set to NO then the parameters are set according to the stand-
ard or th

eyare calculated. The user has tomake sure that the overruling of parameters isallowable.

Factor sigh[ξ]
This factor dependson the number of CPTsand the number of pilesunder rigid super structure.

Table 1, NEN 6743:
M N

1 2 3 4 5 7 ≥10

1 or 2 1) 0,72 0,76 0,77 0,78 0,78 0,79 0,80

3 - 6 0,76 0,80 0,82 0,83 0,83 0,84 0,85

7 - 9 0,78 0,84 0,86 0,87 0,87 0,89 0,90

≥10 0,79 0,85 0,87 0,88 0,88 0,89 0,91

1) Also for 2 piles the system is controlled by one pile.

N - For structures which belong to GC2 the building place should be researched by means of the terrain tests and labor-
atory tests. The number of load tests, field tests or boringswith undisturbed soil sampleson the part of the field for which the
calculated value of themaximumcapacityof piles isdeterminate.

M - The number of pilesunder the considered part of the structure

Safety factor for materials (γmb)
Derived from table 3 inNEN 6740.
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Table 3, NEN 6740:

Safety factor for negative skin friction (γf;nk )
Derived fromNEN 6740 11.5.1
ULS:γf;nk =1,4
SLS:γf;nk =1,0
Area
The influence area per pile is used in the calculation of negative skin friction for pile groups. If this option is not
overruled, the program calculates the influence area. This is done by calculating the average pile distance within
the pile group (D avg). Area =D avg*D avg.
Average soil modulus
It is the meanmodulus of the soil under 4D-level under the pile tip derived frommeasurements of the settlement
of building constructions in the environment (kN/m2). (NEN 6743-1:2006, art. 6.3.2)

Trajectory
The pile tip level is located in a user defined pile tip trajectory. The trajectory isdefined by its top (Start value), its bottom (End
value) and the interval. The interval determines the number of calculations to be performed.

The friction zone levels should not be taken into account, this isautomaticallyadjusted to each interval if it is needed.

Start
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Start of the trajectory (which should be calculated)
End
End of the trajectory
Interval
Determines the number of calculations to be performed (maxvalue of intervals in the trajectory is151)

Requirements for the start and end:

1. The start trajectorymust be at least 5*dmin below the lowest surface level, excavation level and pile head level. (dmin-
smallest crosssection dimension of the pile)

2. The end trajectorymust be at least 4*Deq above the deepest level of the shallow CPT. (Deq –Equivalent diameter)

3. The interval has to be chosen in such away that themaximumnumber calculationsshould not exceed 151.

The example:
CPT borehole top= -1,0m
CPT borehole bottom= -30m
The pile diameter=0,4m
The surface level thickness=2,6m

The start must be a least 5x0,4=2mbelow the surface level ->Start= -5,6m
The endmust be at least 4x0,4=1,6mabove the borehole bottom ->End= -28,4m
Themaximumnumber of calculation is151 -> -28,4 - 5,6=22,8
22,8/151=0,15

The checkon these three values isperformed.

1.0 <abs ((End - Start) / Interval) <151.0

l Thismeans that the absolute valuemust lie between 1,0 and 151,0
l If this condition isnot fulfilled, then interval isnot taken from the dialogue. It is calculated according towhich part isnot ful-

filled:

a. abs ((End - Start) / 1.0)
b. abs ((End - Start) / 151.0)

This condition is calculated also in the check and when it is fulfilled the data are sent to the
calculation.

Soil Profile CPT
The soil profile CPT is a new library in SCIA Engineer. It enables the user to generate the soil profiles from CPT data. The
generated soil profilesare used in thePile plan design and verification.
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CPT Data
The soil profile can be loaded to the libraryby theGEF file or by theDB4 format which isbased on the libraryalready filled by
theGEF file information.

GEF file
The GEF file contains the relevant CPT data - the Level, cone penetration resistance - qc, friction, water pressure and fric-
tion number. The program identifies the input data and generates the soil profile based on the input data and the inter-
pretation rule.

The soil layersand the interpreted geometry:
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T – penetration test

qc – cone penetration resistance

z– depth

Inserting the newCPT profile

Adding the new item to the library isdone by the dialogueCPTip.

The dialogue has three parts.
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1. The part for inserting predefinedCPT profile (fromDINO) or saved .GEF file.

The user has to select the GEF file using the button or use the button “Import from DINO” and get the GEF file from the
map.

This option allows the user to import the GEF files from the map online. The available CPT’s in the region is displayed as
green flags. User selectsone flag by themouse clickand theCPT profile isautomatically loaded to theCPTip dialogue.

The interpretation is based on theNEN rule (StressDependent) which isbased on Table 1 –NEN 6740 (see the Table 1 on
the next page). The default min layer thickness is0.5m.

Table 1 –NEN 6740 (page 18):
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Remarks to the table:
The table gives the low representative value of the mean values of the concerning soil type. Within a range,
defined by the row of the admixture and the column of the parameter (a 'cell'), following holds:
- for γ, γsat, Cp, Cs, E, ϕ´, c´ and f undr : if an increase of the value leads to a unfavorable situation (higher dimen-
sions foundation), than the right value on the same row are used, or, if there is no right value mentioned, the
value of the row under it;
- for Cc, Ca a Csw if a reduction of the value leads to an unfavorable situation, then the right value on the same
row should be used, or if there isno right value, then the value on the row under it.
1) Loose 0<Rn<0,33
Moderate 0,33≤Rn≤0,67
Solid 0,6<Rn<1
2) at natural humidity level
3) here given qe-values (cone resistance) serve asentry in the table, andmaynot be used in the calculations
4) calculated is the saturated loam
5) Ca-valuesare valid for a stress increasing trajectoryofmax100%
6) qc andEare standardized on an effective vertical stressof 100 kPa

2. The part with the graphical representation of the importedCPT file – Interpreted geometry.
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Data fromGEF file are displayed here – qc, water level, friction zone, layers, thicknessand all data for soil.

3. And the second part contains the profile which isused in theSCIAEngineer. It can be edited by the grid – changing the
layer level, thicknessor thematerial.
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The soils are defined by the NEN model. They are saved to the soil library database and the user is able to define the new
soils there.

The interpreted geometrycan be retrieved by the option “Copy interpreted geometry to edited geometry”.

The edited geometrywill be used as an input for the pile plan design and verification. The CPT object is represented graph-
ically in the 3Dmodel asa borehole object in SCIAEngineer.

TheCPT profile properties:
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The user has to use the “DrawCPT inModelwindow” action button to draw theCPT in themodel.

The XY coordinates of the CPT borehole are defined by the user and the top level is predefined by the CPT test. Each soil
profile has to have a unique coordinates (XY).
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The user has to specify the additional data of the soil profile which are required during the design and verification. Those
data are filled automatically to the properties (default values) from theCPT test.

Phreatic level (water level)
It is the level between the dryand thewet soil. The number below zero should be defined.

Overconsolidation ratio (ORC)
The value of Overconsolidation ratio of bearing layer determines whether the maximum pile tip resistance has to be
reduced due to Overconsolidation or not. Overconsolidation is normally caused by loadswhich were applied to the bearing
layer over a long period of time.

The range and effect of OCR onPile tip resistance are:

OCR<=2 –No effect onPile tip resistance
2<OCR <4 –MaximumPile tip resistance is reduced by33%
OCR>4 –MaximumPile tip resistance is reduced by50%

Friction zone
The negative skin friction is caused by action of the soil settlement around the pile. The soil formed around the pile is pulling
the pile down and reduces its bearing capacity. It decreases the shaft friction and in extreme cases it mayannul it. The pile is
then supported onlybysubsoil below the pile tip.

The influence of the friction zone can be eliminated in settlement by the option expected ground level settlement.

The pile shaft can be also protected by providing a protective sleeve or a coating for the section which is surrounded by the
settling soil.
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1 – load
2 – negative shaft(skin) friction (soft soil layer)
3 – positive shaft friction (firm soil layer)
4 – pile tip bearing capacity

The essential requirements to calculate the positive and negative shaft friction resistance are specified inNEN 6743.

The values for Top of positive skin friction zone and bottomof negative skin friction zone are user-defined.

Positive skin friction zone:
1) pile without widened base►the bottom is the pile tip level
2) the prefabricated pile with awidened base►the top of that zone isabove thewidening (NEN 6743 art. 5.4)

Negative skin friction zone:
►the top of this zone isground level or excavation level

The rules in the application are fulfilled thisway:

1) The bottomof the positive skin friction zone isautomatically set to the pile tip level. No user definition isneeded.
2) The top of the positive skin friction zone isspecified by the user asa level relative to the reference level.
3) The top of the negative skin friction zone is automatically set as the ground level or excavation level. No user
definition isneeded.
4) The bottomof the negative skin friction zone isspecified by the user asa level relative to the reference level.

Expected ground level settlement
The expected ground level settlement determineshow the negative skin friction has to be incorporated in the calculations.

1) the value is0.02m ->negative skin friction isnegligible andwon’t be considered
2) values from 0.02m to 0.10m -> the effect of negative skin friction is directly incorporated into the calculated pile
settlement byadding half of the expected ground level settlement to the total pile settlement.
3) values>0.10m -> themaximum forces due to negative skin friction are calculated. These forces are then used
to determine the negative skin friction on the pile settlement.
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NEN Rule (Stress dependent)
TheNEN rule is considered to be amore common and isused for interpretation of the soil profile.

This rule uses 14 different areas and is based on the Dutch standard NEN 6740 (see the table on the page 5). Each area
describescertain soil typesbydefining the relationship betweenCPT resistance and friction ratio. The friction ratio isdefined
as the shear resistance in percentage of the cone resistance.

The soils (by theNEN rule) and itspropertiesare defined in a soil library.

The soil typesare:

Gravel, slightly silty, moderate
Sand, slightly silty, moderate
Loam, verysandy, stiff
Clay, verysandy, stiff
Clay, clean, stiff
Clay, organ,moderate
Peat, moderatelypreloaded,moderate
Sand, clean, stiff
Sand, verysilty, loose
Loam, slightly sandy, weak
Clay, slightly sandy,moderate
Clay, clean, weak
Clay, organ, weak
Peat, not preloaded, weak

Soil library
The soil library is a standard library in the SCIAEngineer. This library is added under the subsoil functionality. The database
of soilsused by theNENmodel is created in aDB4 format and it is loaded automatically.

The soil material and its properties are specified here. The soil properties are non-editable by default. The checkbox
“Selector switch” enablesediting them.

The program allows the user to define the new soils. The user defined soils can be used in the interpreted geometry of the
soil profile.
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Description
Description of the Soil
Soil type
It isGravel, Sand, Loam,Clayor Peat.

This typemust be selected in order to performa correct calculation.

Gamma unsaturated
Dryunit weight of the soil
Gamma saturated
Saturated unit weight of the soil
Friction angle
Angle of internal friction for the soil – The valuemust be between 0 - 90 degrees
Median
Thisproperty applies to soil type’s sand and gravel. The size of medianwill influence the value ofaSwhich is used
to determine the positive skin friction. For sand with median >0.6mm, the values of aS will be reduced by 25%
and for gravelwithmedian >2mmaSwill be reduced by50%.

Definition of a new pile
Nodal support - Pile
Anodal support type “Pile” is available when the functionalitySubsoil and Pile design is checked. It can be added asa stand-
ard point support on node.
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The pile plan library definesproperties for all piles in the project. The pile plan is displayed in the properties of the pile. There
can bemore pile planesspecified in the project but each pilemust be defined byone pile plan.

The rest of the properties of the pile are standard properties of the support. The support is a hinge i.e. Rx, Ry and Rz are
fixed,Mx,MyandMzare free bydefault.

The typeRz iseditable only in the Pile plan libraryand it isdirectly loaded to the pile properties.

In caseRz isnegative (the pile is in tension), no check isexecuted for the pile and awarning isdisplayed.

The supports are represented in the Model as shown below. The example contain two different pile plan marked by a dif-
ferent colour.
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The colour of piles is controlled by the view flag parameters under the tab “Model” and it is defined in the Pile plan library.
The pilesare displayed by the support colour when the option isunchecked.

The displayof pile labels for the supports isalso controlled by the view parameters. The flag contains the pile plan name.
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Pile Plan
The pilesare defined in thePile Plan library. Theyare created asa nodal support typePile.
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Soil profile CPT
The design and verification of piles is based on the soil profile. The soil profile generated from the CPT data must be asso-
ciatedwith thePile plan. At least one soil profile has to be associatedwith each pile plan.

If the option “Use all the CPTs for all Pile plans” in the Geotechnics setup is checked, all the soil profileswill be directly asso-
ciatedwith all the pile plans.

If this option is unchecked then the selected CPTs are associated to the pile plan. The CPTs can be selected by a standard
selection tool. There isalso a linkbutton to the soil profile CPT library in the selection dialog.
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Pile tip level
When the pile plan is defined, the level type is set to “User defined” and the user can specify the pile tip level. This is the initial
value of the pile length.

When the calculation and pile design is finished the Level type is changed to “Calculated level” and the Pile tip level is change
to the calculated value. This value isnon-editable.

Please note that if the user makes any change in parameters for Pile design (Soil properties, Soil profile and Pile definition),
then the pile tip level will be automatically reset to “User defined” and the results are lost. User has to start the Pile design
again.

Type Z
The stiffness type for the supports in the Z direction has to be specified. Type rigid or flexible is required for the linear ana-
lysis.
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Nonlinear is displayed when Non-linear functionality is selected. The Non-linear function library will be associated with this
type of the support.

This stiffness can be generated automatically by the action button ‘Update stiffness’ under
the Pileplan verification.

Load settlement curves
It displays the load (kN) and the settlement (mm). It consists from the 3main parts:

1) Relativelyelastic vertical compression – quite vertical part of the graph

2) Local shear failure – the biggest change it the vertical direction

3) General shear failure – position of ultimate load

The Load settlement curvesare added to thePile plan libraryafter the Pile verification. It can be displayed by the linkbutton.

Two Load settlement curvesare calculated – one for the ultimate state and on one for the serviceability state.
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Pile type
TheNEN 6743 defines themaxpressure on the pile tip:
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qc,I,m - mean of the cone tip resistance qc,I (is themean of the qc;I values over the depth running from the pile base level to
a levelwhich isat least 0,7 timesand atmost 4 times the equivalent pile base diameter Deq deeper)

qc,II,m - mean of the minimum cone tip resistance qc,II (the mean value of the lowest qc;I I values over the depth going
upwards from the critical depth to the pile base)

qc,II,Im - mean of the cone tip resistance qc,III (the mean value of the qc;III values over a depth interval running from pile
base level to a level of 8 times the pile base diameter above the pile base)

αp - pile tip coefficient of capacity reduction (isdefined by the selected item from the comboboxor it can be definedmanually)

s – pile tip cross section factor is important mainly for rectangular shape of the pile when the dimensions are not equal, this
value can be overruled by the dialogue value (see the specific chapter)

ß – pile tip shape factor represents the influence of an expanded pile tip, its values depends on the pile tip dimensions, this
value can be overruled by the dialogue value (see the specific chapter)

ThePile Type dialoguemust be filled to define those values.

Thisdialog isonly in English and it is independent on the units settings.

Pile shape
The user can specify the shape of the pile by selecting it on the left part of the dialog. The selected shape will be
displayed in thePile shape dialog.
Dimensions
Based on the shape of the pile, the user has to specify the dimensions for the Pile.
The dimensionshave to be specified in “m”, “m/m’ “ or “mm”.
Rectangular Pile =>Basewidth and base length of the Pile
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Rectangular Pile (different base) =>Width, length and height of base&width and length of shaft
SteelSection =>Basewidth and base length of the Pile
Round pile =>Diameter of Pile
Round tapered pile =>Diameter at tip and increase in diameter
Round hollow pile => Internal and external diameter of pile
Round enlarged base =>Diameter and height of base andPile diameter
Round lost tip =>Diameter and height of base andPile diameter
Round driven base =>Diameter and height of base andPile diameter

Pile type
Pile type:
There is a combobox with the list of the predefined pile types. User defined value can be defined manually, all
other types fill the data automaticallyand it isnon-editable.
Pile type for ...:
Thispart contains factors for the pile shaft and pile tip.

αs
It is the pile factor for the shaft frictionwhich reduces the pile tip bearing capacity.

l Cohesive soil (clay, loam, peat) - the value isdefined according toNEN 6743-1:2006 and it dependson the soilmaterial.
l Non-cohesive soils (sand, gravel) - αs dependson the pile type.

Cohesive soils
For cohesive soils (clay, peat, loam) the factor according to the standard is depth-dependent and thus has no single value.
The current value boxdisplaysN.A. (Not Applicable) as the value cannot be shown asa result.

If “User defined” is selected as the subtype, only the parameter value is entered. That value will be displayed as a current
value.

Table 3, NEN 6743:
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The friction number should be determined byelectric friction cone.

The values for clayhave been found in experimentson tubes inNetherlands. It is valid for all clays.

Non-cohesive soils
It can be specified by selecting one of the predefined pile types from the dropdown box. The actual value for αs will be dis-
played in the current value boxasa result.

If the αs is set as User defined then the relation between subtype and the pile type doesn’t exist. The value is entered by
user.

The predefined value for αs:

The user defined value has the following consequenceson the calculation:

1. The value αs valid for sand and gravel layerswill not be adjusted for any instance of coarse grain (see the Table 3, NEN
6743)

2. The exception for the determination of the pile tip shape factorß cannot bemet because it is impossible to determine that
a cast-in place pile with a regained steel driving tube isapplied (see the chapter about the pile tip factorß).

3. The checkon length of positive skin friction zone cannot be performedwhen aweighted tip isapplied. It cannot be determ-
ined that a pre-fabricated pile isused.
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αp
αp is the pile factor for the pile tip. αp value depends on the pile type. Therefore it can be specified by selecting one of the
standard pile types from the combo box.

The actual value for αp is displayed in the current value box.

The predefined value for αp:

The value can be set as “User defined” type. In this case the exception for “Continuous flight auger” piles cannot be taken
into account for the reduction of qc-valueswhen determining qc;III;mean.

The reason for this is that it cannot be determinedwhen a continuous flight auger pile isused.

Maximumvaluesof αp and αs:
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For verycoarse sand a reduction factor 0,75 isneeded.
For gravel a reduction factor 0,5 isneeded.

The value αs=0,006maybe raised to 0,01whenCPTsare used in vicinityof the flight auger piles.

Load-Settlement curves:

Load-Settlement curvescontain only lines for three subtypes (according to the code):

1. Displacement pile
2. Continuous flight auger pile
3. Bored pile

Figure 6, NEN 6743 - Relationship between the force on the pile tip (F r,punt,i) in% of maximum force on the pile tip
(Fr,max,punt,i) the ultimate limit state or serviceability limit state and the subsidence the point (wpunt,i), in% of Deq:
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Figure 7, NEN 6743 - Relationship between the shear force on the pile shaft (Fr,schacht,i) as% of maximum shear force on
the pile shaft (Fr,max;schacht i) the ultimate limit state or the serviceability limit state and the subsidence of the point (wpunt,i)
inmm:
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Additional pile info:

Material
Thematerial of the user defined pile is selected here.
Young’s modulus
The corresponding elasticity modulus is provided automatically for concrete, steel and timber and cannot be
edited. TheYoung’smodulusmust be specified if thematerial isUser defined.
Slip layer
The slip layer for the pile hasbeen specified
Representative adhesion
The corresponding representative adhesion is provided. It can be edited when the User defined option is selec-
ted.

Overrule pile factors:
The cross section factor and pile tip shape factor can be overruled byuser defined values. The valuesare editable when the
option is checked.

Pile tip cross section factor s
Coefficient of an influence of a rectangular pile

The values “a” and “b” come frompile sizes.
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Pile tip shape factor ß
Coefficient derived from the pile tip sizes, it is used if the pile tip isexpanded.

H – length of the pile tip

Deq –width of the pile tip

deq –width of the pile shaft

ß=L/B

It isa shape factor for non-circular or non square pile base crosssection.

ß=1,0 for cylindrical piles

Borderline 1:ß=1,0
Borderline 2:ß=0,9
Borderline 3:ß=0,8
Borderline 4:ß=0,7
Borderline 5:ß=0,6
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Check – design, verification
After performing the analysis, the pile plan verification and pile plan design command will be enabled in the “Geotechnics”
service.

Before the calculation:

After the calculation

Conditions for design
The option isavailable for NEN andEC-EN nation code.

This option enables the user to calculate the pile tip level. The design and verification of bearing piles are based on the
guidelinesgiven byNEN 6740,NEN 6743 andNEN 9997-1:2009 (EC7).

1. The design isperformed only for bearing pileswhich are subjected to staticor quasi static loadswhich cause compressive
forces in the piles.

2. The calculation of pile forcesand pile displacementsare based on cone penetration test (CPT). The pile group effect is
not considered.

3. Tension in pilesand horizontal displacementsof pilesare not taken into account. These limitationsare explicitlymen-
tioned in the resultsand the document tables.

4. The programevaluates the pile tip levelwhere the net bearing capacityof the pile isequal to or more than themaximum
load on the pile.
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5. The pile design can be evaluatedwhen the linear analysis isdone (there are proper definition of the analysismodel, suf-
ficient number of piles, correct definition of boreholesand calculated reaction of the supports).

Conditions for verification
The verification of bearing piles is performed based on the guidelines given by NEN 6740/ NEN 6743 and NEN 9997-
1:2009 (EC7). Thisoption is limited toNEN andEC-EN standards.

1. Onlybearing pileswhich are subjected to staticor quasi static loads that cause compressive forces in the pilescan be veri-
fied. Anypossibility of tension in pilesand horizontal displacementsof pilesare not taken into account. The pile tipmust be
calculated.

2. The calculation of pile forcesand pile displacementsare based on cone penetration test.
3. The entire pile plan is considered during verification and the group effectsare considered.
4. The calculation of bearing capacity, settlement and negative skin friction are performed and the result of the verification is

a Load settlement curve fromULSandSLS.

The properties of the Pile design

Selection
It is similar to displaying results. There isa possibility to select all pile plans in the project or only some of them. The
pile with themaximumvertical reaction (among the selected class) isused for the designwhich affectsall selected
piles. The calculated level isapplied to all piles in with the same pile plan.

All – all pile plans in the project are considered for the Pile design

Current – user can select onlyone pile and all piles from itspile plan isalso considered for the Pile design
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Advanced – it is similar to Current, but it hasmore options

Named selection –Pile design isperformed for defined named selection

Type of loads
Pile plan designwill be performed only for the result classes.
Class
Pile plan designwill be performed only for the result classeswhich have the ultimate combinationsdefined. The fil-
tering is done automatically. If there are only combinations defined in the combination library, then the program
will automatically create result classwith ULScombination.
Store result
This check box will allow the user to store the input and output xml files which are used for Pile design and veri-
fication. Thiswill enable the user to enhance the pile design inDFoundation (creating the project using this xml file
ispossible).
Path
The path where the XML files is saved. The name of the file is set automatically – it consists from the name of Pile
plan and the result class.

Example:
Pile plan =Pplan1
Result class=ULS

l input file name=pplan1ulsin.xml
l output file name=pplan1ulsout.xml

The action button for the Pile design –Refresh:

Pile plan design calculation
The required pile tip level is calculated in a user-defined pile tip trajectory (in the Geotechnics setup). The levels of positive
and negative skin friction are automaticallyadjusted for each calculation step.

The pile design calculates the pile tip level fromRzvalue. The horizontal forcesor anypossible rotationsare not considered.
Themaximum load on the support isdetermined fromall the pilesof selected pile plan.

Calculation is stoppedwhen the net bearing capacity isequal tomore than themaximum load.

The result isdisplayed in the previewwindow.

Themaximumsupport reaction is calculated for each support based on the selected result class (for ULS).
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The combination with negative reaction is not considered and the warning message is dis-
played. The pile ismarked asa tension pile.

The value for Pile design is found from themaximumof themaximumsupport reactions.

If support reactions are negative, the pile design will not be performed and an error will be
displayed. The supports with the negative reactions (i.e tension piles) are ignored and the
warning isdisplayed. The designwill be performed byconsidering the remaining supports.

There could be severalmessagesdisplayed (it can be found also in a special chapter):

1) The required bearing capacity is not met within the specified trajectory for the given cross section of the Pile, Hence the
level cannot be calculated

► there is no level found within the trajectory, the net bearing capacitymeets the maximum load and the pile tip level is set
aszero

2) The start trajectory value should be at least 5 times the pile diameter lower than the lowest ground level and the lowest
pile top level

► the start value of the trajectory in theGeotechnicssetup is too high

3) The end trajectoryvalue should be at least 4 times the pile diameter above the least deepest CPT.

► the end of the trajectory in theGeotechnicssetup is too deep

4) All the piles in the pile group are subjected to tension. The design could not be performed for tension piles
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►all the piles in the pile plan are subjected to tension, the pile tip level staysUsed defined

5) There are one or more piles in the pile plan subjected to tension

►one or more piles in the pile plan are subjected to tension, themaximum load will be determined from the other piles, the
design hasbeen performed for thismaximum

The pile tip level calculated by the program isupdated in the pile plan and the pile length of appropriate piles isupdated.

Changes which cause invalid results (design or analysis)

1. Changesmade in theGeotechnicssetup, soil profile or soil librarywill not affect the analysis resultsbut affects the pile
design results.
In such case, the programwill automatically set the Pile tip level back to user defined. The calculated level is lost. The user
has to perform the pile plan design again in order to get the new results.

2. If there isanychange in themodel, the analysis resultsand the pile design resultsbecome invalid.
In such case, the pile tip isautomatically set back to user defined. The user has to perform the analysisand the design in
order to get the new results.

The properties of the verification

Selection
It is similar to displaying results. There isa possibility to select all pile plans in the project or only some of them. The
pile with themaximumvertical reaction (among the selected class) isused for the designwhich affectsall selected
piles. The calculated level isapplied to all piles in with the same pile plan.
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Type of loads
Pile plan verificationwill be performed only for the result classes.
Class
Pile plan verification will be performed only for the result classes which have the ultimate and serviceability com-
binationsdefined. The filtering isdone automatically. If there are onlycombinationsdefined in the combination lib-
rary, then the programautomatically createsa result classwith ULS+SLScombination.
Store result in xml
This check box will allow the user to store the input and output xml files which are used for Pile design and veri-
fication. Thiswill enable the user to enhance the pile design inDFoundation (creating the project using this xml file
ispossible).
Path
The path where the XML files is saved. The name of the file is set automatically – it consists from the name of Pile
plan and the result class.

Example:
Pile plan =Pplan2
Result class=RC1 –ULS&SLS

l input file name=PPlan2RC1in.xml
l output file name=PPlan2RC1out.xml

The action button for the Pile verification –Refresh:

Pile plan verification - calculation
The verification can run after the pile design isperformed. Otherwise some data ismissing. The settlement is set to zero and
the table displayswarning: The input data are not valid.

Calculation steps – bearing capacity for a pile

1. Themaximumbearing capacity for a single pile isdetermined as the sumof themaximumbearing capacityof the pile tip
and themaximumshaft friction force. This is calculated for everyCPT. Those forcesare calculated for each interval
defined by theGeotechnicssetup.
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2. Execution factor isdefined. It isnot a fixed value here and isdependent on the soil type and the depth of the relevant
layer. Programdefines the correct value of αs for each layer and then calculates the generated pile shaft friction for that
layer. The final value of the pile shaft friction isan aggregation of the pile shaft frictionscalculated per layer.

3. If the shape of the pile is constant then the circumference isused for calculation of themaximumshaft friction for the rel-
evant segment.

4. For the pileswith a non-constant circumference the programcalculates themean circumference of the relevant pile seg-
ment. Those are e.g. taperedwooden piles, pileswith a reinforced tip.

Calculation steps – bearing capacity for the foundation:
The programdetermines themaximumbearing capacityof the foundation.

The needed data are:

l the number of piles
l the number of CPTsandwhether the structuremaybe considered as rigid or not (NEN 6743, art. 5.2.2).

1. The structure is rigid - the programcalculates themaximumbearing capacityof the foundation based on the average
bearing capacityof a single pile, multiplied by the total number of piles.

2. The structure isnon-rigid:

a. More than 3CPTs - the definition isagain based on the average bearing capacityof a single pile.
b. 3 or lessCPTs - theminimumbearing capacityof a single pile isused. In this case, the bearing capacity

of a single pile isnotmultiplied by the total number of pilesbecause the foundation element consistsof a
single pile.

The results can be viewed in the preview window and the document. The load –settlement curves are updated in the pile
plan library.

If all requirements are fulfilled then both the load –settlement curves are generated. If not the curvesmay not be generated
andwarning isdisplayed.
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Themaximumsupport reaction is calculated for each support based on the selected result class (ULSandSLS).

The combination with negative reaction is not considered and the warning message is dis-
played. The pile ismarked asa tension pile.
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If support reactions are negative, the pile verification will not be performed and an error will
be displayed. The supports with the negative reactions (i.e tension piles) are ignored and
the warning is displayed. The verification will be performed by considering the remaining
supports.

Update stiffness
There is an option to generate automatically the stiffness from the load-settlement curves. Action button for update is avail-
able under the Pile plan verification (it can be used after pile verification). The user can choose between the ULSor the SLS
load settlement curve in the geotechnicssetup.

The action button:

Thismethod is described by the code. ULS stiffness and SLS stiffness should be taken into
account for the further verification.

Thisbutton generatesautomatically stiffness from the load-settlement curves to the propertiesof the supports.

After the linear calculation:

l Z-type becomes flexible

After the non-linear calculation (function Support nonlinearityhas to be checked):

l Z-type becomesnonlinear.

In both cases the stiffnessof the pile is taken as the secant defined byzero point and the point in themiddle of the curve. The
resultswill be lost after activating thisbutton and themessage isdisplayed.
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Themessage appears. The resultswill be lost because themodelwill be changed.

The stiffness isupdated in the pile plan and in the propertiesof the pile.
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Non-linear Functions
If Support non-linearity/Soil spring functionality is selected, non-linear functions can be automatically generated from the
load-settlement curves.

The first step is to run the linear calculation, Pile design, Pile verification andUpdate stiffness.

The action button Update Stiffness is available after the pile verification. It will generate automatically non-linear functions
from the load settlement.
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The setup settingsdeterminewhich settlement curvewill be used.

The support propertyZ isautomatically changed to typeNonlinear and the calculated stiffness isadded asa value. The non-
linear Function is calculated and it isalso added to the properties.
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The nonlinear function can be viewed in the library:
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The stiffnessof the pile is taken as the secant defined byzero point and the point in themiddle of the curve.

Now it ispossible to recalculate the entire structure using these non-linear functionsand improve the overall results. This cal-
culation leads to new resultsand also the new load to the pile head.

The calculationwith the new loadscan optimize the total design.
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Results – document tables
All the output tablesof Pile design are available in the standard document.

Librariesoutput tables (Soil profile, Pile plan, Soil):
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The Soil profile – CPT table contains input CPT data, Additional data, Profile data and graph of the Profile data (the inter-
preted geometry).

ThePile plan table contains input data for eachPile plan in the library.
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Soil library table containsdata for the soil definition.

If the nonlinearity is calculated, then also table for the nonlinear function can be displayed.

Geotechnics result tables:
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Load settlement curves– picture:

It ispossible to save the load settlement picture to the clipboardmanagement. The tool is in the contextmenu.

Limitations
There are some limitations in thePile design functionality:
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Functionality
This functionality is based on the guidelines given byDutch standards NEN 6740 and NEN 6743. This functionality ismade
available only for the EC-EN andNENNational codes.

Soil profile
The soil profiles could be generated only using a valid CPT data and the CPT data should only be in GEF (Geotechnical
exchange format) file. No other format is supported.

The user interface for the soil profile dialog doessupport onlyEnglish. Other languagesare not supported in this special dia-
log.

The position of CPT (soil profiles) can be defined only in the user coordinates systems (UCS). The GPS coordinates of the
project cannot be defined and hence theGPScoordinatesare not used.

Interpretation of the soil profile – interpreted geometry
The interpretation tool for generating the soil profile is “NEN rule (Stress Dependent)”. Any tool other than NEN cannot be
defined or used.

The automatic interpretation tool uses only the pre-defined soil types. User defined soils cannot be used in the interpreted
geometry. The user defined soil can be used only for edited geometry.

Pile plan
The special dialog for the definition of the Pile plan does support only English. All the parameters required by this dialog are
based onNEN.

Only the predefined shapescan be used and not possible to define anyuser defined shapes.

The units specified in this special dialog are not linked with the units setup and hence the user has to specify the values in the
respective units.

Design and verification
The design and verification is performed only for bearing piles which are subjected to static or quasi static loads that cause
compressive forces in the piles.

The calculation of pile forcesand pile displacementsare based on the cone penetration test. Anypossibility of tension in piles
and horizontal displacementsof pilesare not taken into account.

A single pile is always assumed for the pile design and the calculations performed are based on a single pile for ULS. Any
possible pile plan is disregarded when using the Pile design option. Hence a non-rigid superstructure is assumed for pile
design and pile group effectsare not considered.

Errors/ Warnings
The program validates the input data while performing the Pile design or verification. If the input data contains invalid data,
the programwill not perform the design or verification andwill display thewarning.

Also if the input data or the design result doesn’t meet the requirementsspecified inNEN, the programdisplays thewarning.

Thewarningsare displayed in the resultsof design and the verification – preview or the document tables.

Errors:
CPT Level:
The levelsof Cone penetration test datamust be strictly increasing below the ground level. If not, the programwill
not perform the design and verification
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l TheCPT levelsmust be strictly increasing below ground level. Please check theCPT data or theGEF file.

Tension Piles:
If all Piles in the Pile plan are subjected to tension, the programwill not perform the design and verification for ten-
sion pilesand hence the error will be displayed in the result.

l All piles in thePile plan are subjected to tension and the current version supportsonlypiles that are subjected to com-
pression.

Reactions:
If the maximum support reactions for all the Piles in the Pile plan are less than 500N, the design and verification
could not be performed. The programchecks this condition and display the proper error message.

l The loads for limit statesULSor SLS (design values) are verysmall to performpile design and verification.

Surface level:
If the Top of positive skin friction zone lies above the surface level or the excavation level, the design and veri-
ficationwill not be performed.

l The top of positive skin friction zone issituated above surface level. Please check the additional data of the Soil profile -
CPT.

Skin friction zones:
If the skin friction zones are intersecting (i.e.) if the Top of positive skin friction zone lies above the bottom of neg-
ative skin friction zone then the design and verificationwon’t be performed.

l The positive and negative skin friction zonesare intersecting. Please check the additional data of the Soil profile - CPT.

Trajectory definition:
If the number of calculation steps is less than one, the program cannot perform the design and verification. The
number of calculation stepsdependsupon theStart andEndTrajectoryand the interval value.

l The calculation step value should be greater than or equal to one. Please change the trajectorydefinition.

Interval:
If the interval ismore than the difference between theStart andEnd trajectory then the calculation cannot be per-
formed.

l The interval is too large for the defined trajectory. Please change the trajectorydefinition.

Top of positive skin friction zone:
If the top of positive skin friction zone lies below the Pile tip level, the verification will not be performed. The user
has to adjust anyof these levels.

l The top of positive skin friction zone issituated below the pile tip level. Please check the additional data of the Soil profile -
CPT.

ULS and SLS:
If the serviceability reactions are higher than ultimate reaction, the pile verification could not be performed and
hence the error will be issued.

l The loads for ULSare smaller than the loads for SLS.

Pile tip level:
The pile length should extend at least 5 *Dmin beneath the surface (or excavation) level. Dmin stands for themin-
imum size (in cross section) of the pile base. If not, the programwill issue awarning that “The pile length doesnot
meet the requirementsset by "NEN 6743 art. 3.1”.

l The pile length doesnotmeet the requirementsset byNEN 6743. The pile tip level should extend at least 5*Dmin
beneath the surface (or excavation) level.
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Warnings:
Trajectory definition:
The value of Start trajectory should be at least 5 times the pile diameter lower than the lowest ground level and
the lowest pile top level. If this condition isnotmet, the programwill issue awarning in the results.

l TheStart trajectoryvalue should be at least 5 times the pile diameter lower than the lowest ground level and lowest pile
top level.

The value of End trajectoryshould be at least 4 times the pile diameter above the least deepest CPT.

l TheEnd trajectoryvaluemust be at least 4 times the pile diameter above the least deepest CPT.

Reactions:
If the net bearing capacity doesn’t meets the maximum load within the trajectory then the program returns the
pile tip level as “zero” and awarningwill be displayed.

l The required bearing capacity isnotmet within the specified trajectory for the given crosssection of the Pile. Hence the
level cannot be calculated.

Tension:
If a Pile is subjected to both compression (Eg: CO1 – Compression) and tension (Eg CO2- Tension), the com-
binations (CO2) which has tension will not be considered. The program will find the max reaction based on the
other combinationsand the designwill be performed. Thewarningmessage appears.

l One or more piles in thePile plan are subjected to both compression and tension. The combinationswhich yield the ten-
sion reactionsare not considered. Themax reaction is calculated onlybased on other combinationsand the design isper-
formed based on themax reaction.

Tension Piles:
If one or more Piles in the Pile plan are subjected to tension, the program will not consider the tension piles for
design and verification and displays the warning. If all the piles are in tension the program will not perform the
design and verification and returnserror.

l A few piles in thePile plan are subjected to tension and tension pilesare not considered in design. The current version sup-
portsonlypiles that are subjected to compression.

Pile Distance:
The distance between two pilesmust be at least greater than 3 times the equivalent pile diameter. If this condition
doesn’t meet, the programwill displayawarning.

l ThePile plan hasa pile to pile distance less than 3*equivalent diameter.

Top of PSFZ:
If the top of positive skin friction zone lies below the top of enlarged base of the pile, the programwill set the top of
positive skin friction equal to the top of enlarged base. Thiswill be intimated to the user asawarning.

l The top of the positive friction zone issituated above the enlarged base of the pile. The top of the positive friction zone is
therefore reset to the top of the enlarged base.
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